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Chapter III 

Reforms in Sikkim 

Colonial interest in Sikkim was more economic and cultural than 

political. For the realization of these objectives the British administration 

created pro-British elite and through these elite British interests were 

intended to be achieved. It may not be wrong to state that the British 

administrators desired to convert the ruler to a weak king and the newly 

constructed elite viz the Kazis and the Thikadars and other high officials 

were moulded in the British line. The ruler was placed on the throne with 

nominal responsibilities. He was reduced to the position of a puppet king. 

With tlv.: help of the newly constituted council the British Political Officer 

desired to introduce social, legal, economic and educational reforms to suit 

their interest in the state. With avowed objectives of cultural transformation, 

the Political Officers involved themselves in the reformative venture. 

The British viewed that the administrative system prevalent m the 

state was not suitable to the new situation. They conceived that Sikkim was 

"internally so fragmented, so heterogeneous, such a mosaic of languages and 

ethnicities, that it needed a centralising language to sustain its unity-the 

'nation' in this conception was conterminous with exigencies of 

administration and, indeed with the state itself. The British claimed that 

English language was the unifying force". Sikkimi system was 

underestimated. They viewed that the "Orientals cannot walk on either a 

road or a pavement. But the clever Europeans were able to do all these". 2 

Oriental knowledge was considered orthodox everywhere in their 

writing and public policy. 3 "Orientals were concei~ed by the west as "Subject 

Races" and their government as the government of Subject Races"4. The west 

further viewed that the "Oriental Culture is not a unified culture. It 

consisted of fragmented elements in it. Therefore, it is cohesiveness but 

fragmented in nature. The Orient was almost total absence, and ignorant of 

western civilized culture. The Orient is the weak partner of the west. 

Orientalist was to confirm his 'low position'.s According to the British, 

Sikkimese were conceived as backward, degenerate, uncivilized of acquiring 

values of enlightenment, irrational, illogical, sceptic, inveterate, liars, 
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lethargic, suspicious, unnatural, orthodox, uncultured etc. Therefore, they 

needed to be trained. They viewed non-western culture as irrational and 

false when judged in terms of western criteria of rationality and truth.6 

On the basis of the postcolonial discourse mentioned above I intend 

to situate the desire of the British for the reformative process. According to 

the western concept, Sikkimi pre-British administrative structure namely 

economic, social, legal and educational etc. was desired to be restructured. 

The reforms introduced during the colonial period will be categorically 

analysed in the foregoing pages. 

I 

Social Reforms: 

Before the establishment of the British Political Officer's 

administration, Sikkim had its own social system. Three main ethnic 

components viz. the Bhutias, the Lepchas and the Nepalese were governed 

by their own social customs and traditions. With the extension of British 

administration and with the coming of western ideas into the social scenario 

of the state all the three communities began to be governed by common 

administrative laws. The British administration and the educated Sikkimese 

felt the urgency to reform the religious based Sikkimi society according to 

the western liberal ideas. 

The process of social reformation for the first time was initiated by 

kumar Sidkeong Tulku. During his stay in England the kumar was fully 

influenced by the western ideas of liberalism. After his return to Sikkim he 

was entrusted by the British with some of the departments in the 

administration. His modern education had thoroughly changed his outlook. 

He targeted to reform the overall social structure of the state. He was 

determined to bring a drastic change in the whole system of the civil life of 

the people. So it is observed that between 1909 and 1914 the kumarbrought 

a number of reforms through the resolutions of the council. The kumar had 

<::.('f>n th1' PVilS in the eXl.St;ng c~pt., a,.,.,.,.,...-...:1;~~ +,, 'h~ ....... SOfie Of the ev"1 
- --- --. - ....... ~~- .... j· ..:1'\,....-·..J..r."-6. ... ..:..•o :..v ~J...l..LJ..J,. r'll 

practices such as polyandry, salutation by prostration before the Kazis and 

the Lamas should be eradicated. The council in its meeting held on 1st 

August 1 9 12 abolished polyandry and orders were issued for the reduction 

of marriage expenses. Similarly the council also passed the resolution for the 

abolition of salutation by prostration before the Kazis and the Lamas.7 
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The kumar also felt the urgency for the reformation of the functioning 

of the monasteries. Before the Kumar took initiative to reform the 

monasteries, the Political Officer J.C.White advised the Maharaja to make 

some modifications in the rules of the monasteries. Along with the internal 

changes of the monasteries, the activities of the Lamas were carefully 

observed and at the same time they were respected well. As per the advice of 

J.C.White, the Maharaja in council appointed a committee of Lamas of five 

important monasteries viz. Pemiongchi, Rumtek, Ralang, Phunsong and 

Phodong to investigate the overall activities of the monasteries in Sikkim. 

The committee was assisted by F.M.Bailey, the then Assistant Political 

Officer in Sikkim. The committee reported that except Pemiongchi all other 

monasteries were indulging in corrupt practices and the Lamas were not 

properly educated to run the institution. Thereafter the Government directed 

the Head Lamas of all the monasteries to update their administration to suit 

the changed situation.s 

After the kumar took over the charge of the monasteries he found that 

the monasteries in Sikkim still needed to be systematised. Therefore, he 

personally inspected Phodong, Labrang, Gneydup Choling (in Lachen), 

Sum ten Choling (in Lachung), Rumtek, Y an yang, Doling, Tashiding, 

Pemiongchi, Sangcho, Rinchenpong, Lhanchi, Chakung, Namchi and 

Dochuk monasteries. The Lamas were instructed for the proper observance 

of religious ceremonies after the inspection. He also ordered the repairs and 

cleanliness of all the monasteries. Tashi Geychen, residing at Sakyong was 

sent throughout Sikkim to explain the Buddhist religion on the pupils of 

each monastery. This man carefully educated the Buddhist of Sikkim about 

the true doctrine of Guru Rimpoche in a systematised form. 9 On becoming 

the Maharaja, Sidkeong Tulku made no secret of his desire to remove vested 
' 

interests as well as to work for the unity of all Buddhists (Northern and 

Southern). He strove to make the monasteries alive to their social 

responsibilities. Chuni Wangmo, his sister, who had undergone monastic 

education, was given all facilities for modern and Western eduction.IO The 

unruly and negligent Lamas were dismissed from their posts. A strict 

supervision had been maintained over the conduct of the Lamas. 11 

The kumar also felt that a great evil in the hills was the increasing 

habit of smoking cigarettes. He observed that this habit of cigarette smoking 

had been severe in the Darjeeling district and the boys and girls of six or 
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seven were found puffing at cigarettes. Empty packets were found in the 

forest paths. This habit had influenced Sikkimese also. He pointed out that 

this habit had undermined the health and wasted money. He was afraid of 

the increasing influence of this habit. Therefore, after due consideration of 

the future impact of cigarette smoking the Durbar determined to restrict the 

smoking of cigarettes in Sikkim as far as possible. The general people were 

conveyed the message that smoking was opposed to the tenets of the 

Buddhist religion. The council ordered in its meeting held on 1 August 1912 

that "Cigarettes may now be sold only in the main Bazars of Sikkim and 

then only under licence".l2 It was intended to increase by degrees the 

stringency of the rules against the smoking of cigarettes. It was also decided 

that restriction would be imposed on all forms of tobacco. 

l'v1easures to eradicate social evils and inequity followed with the 

accesswn of Tashi Namgyal on the throne. Public gambling was made illegal 

in 1921. By an order the government prohibited the playing of dice, cards, 

khopi and other gambling game. However, these games were permitted 

during the five days of Tiwar and Laxmi Puja and three days of Magh 

Sankranti Mela. Necessary license were to be obtained from the Government 

on payment of prescribed fees.l3 

The Government also made certain efforts to uplift the soldiers who 

fought during the Great War. The soldiers who served in the First World War 

were exempted from supplying free labour to their landlords. A sum of 

Rs.5,500.00 was received, through the Political Officer in Sikkim, from the 

Indian Soldier's Board, for distribution to the widows and dependents of 

deceased soldier, recruited from the Sikkim territory. The Maharaja 

personally graced the distribution. Thus the real sufferers were really looked 

after. 14 

The Government also took measures to help the poor people by 

cheapening the prices of essential commodities. The essential commodities 

were controlled by the Bazar Committee and no hoarding was allowed. The 

commodities such as kerosene oil, mustard oil, ghee, salt, sugar, flour, 

wheat, dal, rice and onion were distributed on the controlled rate fixed by 

the government. Other articles were also attended to, according to 

requirements. Weekly rate lists were received from the various sub

committees, and any irregularity was promptly notified. All these measures 

were adopted in view of the economic condition of the poor people.1s 
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In 1924 the use of unpaid labour was prohibited. In 1937 the 

personnel of the landlords courts were stopped from functioning as police. 

The period of lessee landlordism expired in 1940 and decision was taken to 

terminate it when the war was over. A form of conscripted labour for 

Governmental work on payment called Jharlangi had much grown due to the 

British Government's requirements during the Younghusband expedition 

and the war. In 1945 the use of such labour was curtailed. In 1946 the 

landlords were forbidden the use of Jharlangi from the peasants. In 1947 

kunvas (obliged labour in attendance at staying points in anticipation of 

officials and tourists) was abolished. At the end of the war ( 1946) land 

reforms were taken in hand. As the landlords were not forthcoming to 

relinquish their estates, the Maharaja started clipping their powers and 

functions. The landlords courts and their powers of registration of lands and 

deeds were abolished in 1948. These lessee systems were dropped and the 

people were given the right to pay tax direct to the state. Measures for direct 

collection of tax were introduced. Bethi was abolished and house tax reduced 

m 1949 which was totally remitted in 1950. 16 

Thus, from the above account it would guess that with the extension 

of the British administration the process of westernisation engulfed the state 

of Sikkim. A number of traditional systems prevalent in the state were 

considered unusual. Slowly the state was drawing towards the cultural ethos 

of the west. Traditional system such as polyandry and salutation by 

prostration before the Lamas and Kazis were abolished under western 

influence. The administration of the monasteries was reformed in a 

democratic way which was obviously a part of western innovation. The 

abolition of social evils under the colonial influence was an act to become 

English in culture, in taste, in habits and in nature. Thus Sikkim was found 

to be leading towards a western civil society under colonial influence. 

II 

Judicial Reforms: 

Before the extension of the British administration in Sikkim there was 

no code or regular procedure and fixed punishment. The trial was conducted 

by ordeal and the case was decided by the traditional customs. A Tibetan 

code was in existence and very seldom it was consulted. The Kazis had some 

territorial jurisdiction and they were not trustworthy. There was no judicial 
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institution as such.I7 The Kazis and the Thikadars tried the cases without 

any precedent. The cases in their respective jurisdiction seem to be very 

large and many of the cases were left undecided. 18 Hardly the cases reached 

the Maharaja for decision. 

When the British took over the charge of Sikkim, they felt the urgency 

"for the settlement of disputes, punishment of crime and protection of life 

and property"I9 in their interest. A number of suggestions were forwarded by 

the British Officials to institutionalize the judiciary in the state. However, the 

Lieutenant Governor desired that all serious offences should be tried at 

Gangtok by the Raja and the council while the petty cases should be dealt 

with by the local officials on the basis of the traditional system. Accordingly 

the Political Officer was advised to reintroduce the system of judiciary 

prevailing in the state on the basis of traditional system and not to introduce 

any complicated and difficult British legal system.2o 

Thus, in the initial stage, the British Political Officer abolished the 

system of trial by ordeal. In the council meeting of 29 March 1900 White 

asked the council members to discontinue trial by ordeal and to abolish it21 

The Commissioner of Rajshahi Division, C.R. Marindin proposed a number 

of suggestions to improve the administration of Justice in the state. 

However, the Government of Bengal thought that Sikkim did not require "an 

organisation so elaborate and rules so precise"22 as those proposed by 

Marindin. The Government of Bengal pointed out that in civil and criminal 

cases witness should be examined and cross-examination should be allowed, 

summary of evidence should be recorded and in criminal cases punishment 

should not be cruel. Kazis might be allowed to try petty cases but their 

power should not be extended. The Bengal Government was hesitant to 

interfere into the existing practice but proposed that all cases except those of 

little importance should be tried at Gangtok either by the Maharaja a or 

Political Officer or by either in association with some members of the 

council. There should also be a system of appeal to be heard by the 

Maharaju sitting with one or more members of the council or by a committee 

of the councii.:.n 

Thus, initially the British tried to institutionalise the judicial system 

in Sikkim without disturbing the existing common or personal law. The basic 

changes, which were brought in the state, were the discontinuance of trial 

by ordeal by the Kazis in their respective jurisdiction and the same was 
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replaced with the introduction of record of evidence. Now onwards the cases 

began to be tried (in some cases) by the Political Officer singly and 

sometimes with the help of the council the Maharaja also sometimes tried 

cases on the basis of the traditional procedure. Initially there was no jail and 

no provision to imprison the culprit and the usual punishment were flogging 

and fines. 24 

At the outset the British institutionalised the judicial system with the 

introduction of three categories of magisterial courts in Sikkim. They were (a) 

the courts of the Kazis and the Thikadars (b) the court of the Maharaja and 

(c) the court of the Political Officer. These courts tried both civil and criminal 

cases. The Nepali Thikadars took more interest in the administration of 

justice than the Sikkimese Kazis. The court of the Kazis and Thikadars was 

the lowest court in the judicial hierarchy introduced by the British. The 

British also introduced a procedure of appeal to higher court from lower 

courts.h Under the new set-up the Kazis and the Thikadars were still 

allowed to exercise some revenue and criminal jurisdiction in their respective 

flakhas. Personal differences were resolved by traditional court. The ruler 

acted as a court of final appeal. The Lepchas reserve of Dzongu was 

administered directly by the Ruler's private office while the northern 

communities (the people of Lachen and Lachung) enjoyed a kind of cantonal 

autonomy. The monasteries and the Lamas, however, did not fall under the 

jurisdiction of any of the courts established by the state. The head Lama was 

authorised to act as the final authority in the case of monastery. The British 

also introduced the Indian Panchayet system in Gangtok. This Panchayat 

consisted of four members including Bhutia, Lepcha and Nepali members. 

This Panchayat was empowered to try petty civil ana criminal cases. 

From the above account it is evident that with the extension of the 

British administration in Sikkim a number of changes were brought in the 

field of judiciary. With the introduction of different courts both in rural and 

urban sectors a system of legal institutionalisation came into existence. 

Excepting the monasteries and the northern communities all Sikkimese 

began to be governed by the common established law irrespective of caste 

and creed. The establishment of Panchayat at Gangtok was a new institution 

never known by the Sikkimese. However, it was confined to Gangtok only. 

The second British Political Officer Charles Bell revolutionised the 

judicial system in the state by inducting effective changes in the judicial 
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procedure. As soon as he took charge of the Political Office he was appointed 

as legal expert on the request of the Madharaja and the Sikkim council to 

prosecute or defend cases on behalf of Sikkim and the outside lawyers were 

forbidden to plead in any court of Sikkim.26 

It was under his initiative a judicial court was established in 1916 at 

Gangtok under an independent judge. This was the first step towards the 

practical judicial reform so far as the extension of British judiciary system 

was concerned. This measure of the Government put an end to the 

traditional system of combining executive and judicial powers in the hands 

of the Kazis and Thikadars. Preceeding to the change the Kazis and the 

Thikadars acted as landlords and Governors. 27 With a view to improving the 

judicial administration of the state the Maharaja in council, with the 

approval of the Political Officer acquired in the person of Mr. Rup Narayan 

B.A. B.L.T a suitable official and he was appointed the Chief Judge of the 

Sikkim Chief Court on a salary of Rs. 300.00 per month.. However, he 

joined the service on the 22nd January 1924.28 

After 1918 three tier judicial institutions were established apart from 

Political Officer's Court. At the lower level the landlord's (kazis and 

Thikadurs) court, which was in existence, was reformed and confirmed. They 

were allowed to try petty cases with some revenue and criminal jurisdiction. 

These courts were called adda courts. Altogether 57 adda courts were 

established. This figure remained more or less the same till the withdrawal of 

the British administration. The country was divided into flakhas, which were 

either leased out to various lessees or placed under managers or 

monasteries. Every leased holder, who was called a Thikaddar was invested 

to some class of judicial powers both on the Civil and criminal sides, 

exercisable within the limits of his own flakha. They were neither honourary 
' 

nor stipendiary courts. They were entitled to use half of the court fees 

realised :mel half of the fines imposed by them. Statistics of the work done by 

the landlord's courts were maintained in the registers. Notions of justice 

were still very crude in some of the landlords courts.29 

The family papers of Motichand Pradhan state that Luchmidas 

Pradhan of Sadam received the title of Magistrate and Dewan from the 

British Government. He was allowed to decide all civil cases except murder 

case. A uniform code of law was established in all Adda courts. These Addas 

were established on the bases of Nepal judicial system. All Zamindars used 
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to decide their transactions from the Addas. The head of the Adda Office was 

known as Mukhtiyar. If the cases could not be decided in the Adda court, the 

people were allowed to appeal to the chief court at Gangtok. Again if the case 

could not be settled in the Chief Court it could be appealed to the court of 

the Maharaja at Gangtok, in which four judges used to decide the case. But 

hardly cases were appealed in the court of the Maharaja. 30 

Four grades of such courts were established by the British 

administration in the rural area of the state. First class Addas exercised 

criminal powers to the limit of being competent to punish upto one month 

imprisonment and could inflict fines upto Rs. 100. On the civil side they 

could lKar suits upto the value of Rs. 500. Second class Addas could punish 

on the cnminal side to the extent of inflicting fine only upto Rs.50 and on 

the c1vii side they could hear suits upto the value of Rs. 300. The third class 

Addas cuuld punish on the criminal side to the extent a fine upto Rs. 25 and 

on the CJVIi side upto the value of Rs 200. Fourth class Addas could punish 

on the criminal side to the extent of fine only upto Rs. 15 and on the civil 

side upto the value of Rs 10031. Above the Adda courts the British 

established a Chief Court at Gangtok in 1916. It was presided by a Chief 

Judge. Both Original and Appellate jurisdiction were exercised by him. On 

the original side he heard the cases which were above the jurisdiction of the 

Adda courts or litigated between the residents of different flakhas. On the 

Appellate side he heard appeals and references from the subordinate Adda 

courts. The power exercised by the chief judge both on the Original and 

Appellate sides was not taken cognizance of as they were dealt with on the 

n·~. _, . , ' b) the Durbar till 1936. However, aftei d-is year such suits were 

handed over to the chief court at Gangtok.32 

The Chief Court was not the final court of justice under British 

administration in Sikkim. Its decisions were appeallable to the court of the 

Maharaja. No recurring annual vacation was observed. The Chief Court was 

open throughout the year. The judicial work on the whole was simple in 

nature. After 1918 "the courts in Sikkim followed the British law of India as 

their guide and common sense in their procedure code. The Chief Court of 

Sikkim had reciprocal arrangement with British India for the execution of its 

decrees and services of its process under section 144 of the Civil Procedure 

Code of British India". 33 

The Chief Judge used to scrutinise the quarterly inspection reports of 

the Addas sent by the Addas and by the Revenue Inspectors and used to 
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modify lower court's decisions. The execution work was not expensive in view 

of the poverty of the debtor class. On the criminal side there had been a 

steady lessening of serious crime. The court of the Maharaja formed the fmal 

court of appeal in the state and had no Original jurisdiction. 34 

A Board on the lines of Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in 

England was instituted which heard the parties to the appeals and 

scrutinised the merits of the case and tendered its opinion to the Maharaja. 

The report states that the Durbar had no jurisdiction in the trial of criminal 

cases against British subjects residing in Sikkim. The Political Officer who 

held the first jurisdiction, however, could waive his right of trial in favour of 

the Uuroar. in case of the litigation of the Btitish subjects, they might either 

take then case to the political Officer's Court or to the Durbar's Court. As a 

matter of practice, the Political Officer was too busy an Officer to entertain in 

his Court the petty litigation to be found in Sikkim. In fact he exercised the 

puwn s uf Disnict Magistrate and District and Session Judge and there were 

no appec:lls against his orders except in certain class of crimes. In cases 

where the Political Officer had waived his right of trial in favour of Durbar, he 

had no further interest.Js 

The administration Report 1922-23 indicates that with a view to 

improving the record system a proper recording procedure was introduced in 

various courts of Landlords. Two new Registers for recording civil and 

judicial cases were introduced. Hitherto they maintained no records of the 

proceeding of both civil and criminal cases. Further improvements of the 

Landlord's courts by gradual introduction of some simple method suited for 

the people of the country were initiated. The teport further states that the 

Chief Court at Gangtok consisted of twelve members, selected from the .. 
headmen of the state. It continued to sit two months. at a time in benches of 

four members. These members tried all the important cases arising within 

the station area of Gangtok. They also heard appeals preferred against the 

decisions of the landlord's courts. There were three benches consisted of four 

members each.36 

From the above account it is evident that the British administration, 

considering the Sikkimese society as backward, degenerate and uncivilized, 

desired to reform the judicial sys.tem by replacing some of the traditional 

systems Y However, they did not like to antagonise the Sikkimese by 

interfering in their personal law. Efforts had been made to bring all the 

Sikkimese under a common law. The discontinuance of ordeal system and 

I 

I 

I 

I 
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the replacement of it by a record system was their first effort to 

institutionalise the western legal system in the state. The British 

Government in India felt that the stronghold of Tibetan influence stationed 

in the Buddhist monasteries of Sikkim and· these monasteries were directly 

or indirectly controlled by Tibet. These monasteries were also headquarters 

for the guidance of judicial code. The missionary to implement these codes 

were the Kazis and Lamas.38 The British tried to weaken the institution of 

monasteries by educating the sons of the Kazis ans Lamas under western 

influence. After leu mar Sidkeong Tulku and his Kazi friends returned from 

England ;1cquiring western knowledge, it became easy for the British to 

mould the Sikkimese as per their interest and weaken the Sikkimese 

institu tiu11s. 

The introduction of Adda Courts in the rural areas and the gradation 

system of judicial institutions in Gangtok indicates that the British became 

successful to channelise the Sikkim judiciary system in the British line. 

Under western education a section of pro-British people were created. These 

people were the judicial missionary to implement the British judicial system 

in the state. The newly created elites who were fully influenced by the 

western knowledge were made instrumental in the law making process. After 

1916 even Tashi Namgyal, the then Maharaja took much interest to 

implemellt the British judicial procedure. Therefore, the fear of the Tibetan 

influence which hunted the British mind for a long time had come to an end. 

The British created a class of people with 'black skin and white ma.sk' better 

termed as mimicry, became instrumental to execute the judicial reforms in 

the western line. Society began to be governed by a common civil law 

excepting the lamas and the northern people. 'Thus, under the wilful 

construction of the British, Sikkim's legal system turned towards the 

western legal system during the colonial period. The judicial reforms also 

played a significant role to realise the British objective of cultural 

transfonn;1tion in the state. 
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III 

Economic Reforms: 

A significant advancement in Sikkim's economy began in 1889 with 

the appointment of Claude White, the first British Political Officer to 

administer the affairs of the state.39. Prior to this date there was no revenue 

system as such, no particular system of public works and no programme for 

any economic or social development. The revenue received by the Raja 

consisted of agricultural products and transit duties. In addition to this he 

also used to receive an allowance from the British Government since 1840. 

The Rain -.vas like an absentee landlord because he used to stav in Chumbi 

principal minister or Dewan. However, the Raja was considered as the Lord 

of Sikkim There were twelYe kazis and several other Officers of various 

names. who exercised jurisdiction over specific tracts of land. Each of these 

officers assessed the revenue payable by all the people settled on land within 

his jurisdiction and kept the greater portion for himself, paying over to the 

Raja a certain fixed contribution. At the same time he possessed no 

proprietary right in the land, though the kazis had at least a kind of 

hereditary title to their office. 4 0 

The cultivators did not possess any title to the soil. A man could settle 

down and cultivate any land he could find unoccupied without going 

through any formality whatever, and when once, he occupied the land, no 

one except the Raja could eject him at any time. There was a kind of tenancy 

right hnw('vpr 'Jnder which cultivators were empowPrf'~ t0 introduce 

agricu ltll r;d developments. Thus a man who had terraced a piece of hillside 

could not sell the right of using the terrace. This custom had not been 

acknowledged in the form of a legal right but more in the nature of a 

convention in Sikkim where it was allowed to continue for the sake of 

convenience. Land was not assessed by the state and the assessment was 

made by the cultivator himself, and in theory he was supposed to be allowed 

to use the land of the Raja subject to the condition that he would render 

service to the Raja whenever required. The value of the cultivator's wife, 

children, slaves, cattle, furniture etc. were taken into account while the 

payment to the state was made. The amount of his property stated above 

was roughly assessed and his contribution to the state was fixed 

accordingly. The cultivator was to deposit all the agricultural products 
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keeping some for himself and hi~ family for the particular year. As stated 

above, the cultivators had to give all types of services to the Raja whene:ver 

the later demanded. If the cultivator failed to render service some amount of 

property was ceased.41 

Apart from land revenue there was another kind of revenue for cattle 

grazing in Sikkim realised from the herdsmen who during the summer 

months lived in Tibet and in winter lived in Sikkim. They paid revenue to 

both Sikkim and the Tibetan Govemments in kind i.e, in butter and cheese 

to the value of Rs. 6.00 annually to each government. They had also to 

furnish free porters to the Sikkim Durbar whenever called upan.42 

J.C.White writes about the financial position of Sikkim thus "The 

coffers were empty and the first thing to be done was to devise some means 

by which we could raise a revenue".43 He further observed that the condition 

of the Sikkim raiyats were miserable under the Maharaja due to uncertainty 

of demands for money and produce and particularly for forced labour by the 

Raja and his Officers.44 

The above account purports to indicate that on the eve of the British 

penetration Sikkim's economy was in a very deplorable condition. To realise 

British objectives the Political Officer created a new form of feudalism in the 

state and he remained a supervisory authority. The newly formed 

aristocratic class was entrusted with judicial and executive powers in the 

rural areas to realise different kinds of taxes. On the top of the newly 

created aristocracy, Kazis and Thikadars were empowered to frame rules for 

the realization of taxes. Below the Thikadars the British administration 

created the Mandals who were expected to collect the revenues at any cost 

and send the same to the respective Kazis through Thikadars. The Kazis 

lived in the towns and enjoyed a life of luxury and very seldom visited their . 
estates and helped the Thikadars whenever required. These people were the 

political missionary created by the British in addition to the old structure. 

Thus, a hierarchy of feudal lords were created by the British to realise taxes 

and implement other schemes of the colonizer.4s The following figure 

illustrates the hierarchical positions of the feudal lords created by the 

British to help them to realize taxes in time. 
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Table: 3:1 

Hierarchical position of landlrords in Sikkim (1889-1947) 

Maharaja 

+ 
Lamas 

.. 
Council • Kazis • Thikadars 

~ 
Bhutia • Mandal 

• Lepcha • Tassa. (Passa~ 

• Nepali 

~ 
Mukhtiyar Mandal 

Karbari • Chaukidar 

Source: Administration Reports of the Government of Sikkim (1906-1 932) 

After a set of feudal lords were created, the British Political Officer 

was determined to solve some of the pertinent issues such as (a) the 

examination of the records of the holdings possessed by different classes of 

land holders in Sikkim along with the potentials from the collection of 

revenues from various sources (b) the unoccupied waste lands to be settled 

with new comers without disturbing the traditional rights of the Lepcha

Bhutia settlers ar1d (c) the measures to be taken for the preservation and 

utilization of valuable forests and chumps of good trees situated among the 

cultivated lands or in the midst of forests of less value.46 

In the absence of the Raja, White acted as the de-facto ruler of the 

state. Thus the real administration of the state passed into the hands of the 

Political Officer. With the help of the newly ,constructed elite White 

undertook to recast the very structure of the economic system of Sikkim. He 

had given a new shape by abolishing all tenancy regulations of the last 

regime. He introduced a lessee system of land tenure. 

He classified all lands into arable and non-arable lands keeping aside 

the ruler's estate. A lease system on contractual basis for specific period on a 

fixed annual rent was established. 47 

(a) Under the new reformative scheme the British introduced the 

system under which the land revenue was raised from raiyats through 

middlemen known as landlords (Kazis and Thikadars). Entire area of the 

state was partitioned into various estates, both big and small, which were 
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leased to influential people for a flxed term and on conditions mentioned in 

the lease deed. The landlords or lessees paid to the sirkar a flxed sum 

calculated at the rate per acre leased out. However, the exact rate is not 

mentioned in the administrative report and other available sources. They 

were authorised by virtue of the terms of the lease deed to realise land rents 

from the raiyats of the estates on a flxed amount, and allowing commission 

and collection expenses. The estate leases were issued by the Durbar with 

the express sanction of the Political Offlcer in 1900 for a period of fifteen 

years. The last flakha leases were issued by the Durbar in 1925 for a period 

of fifteen years. The leases were not transferable without the express consent 

of the sirkar in writing and were determinable at any time during the 

continuance of the period for which they had been granted. In the event of 

the death of a lessee during the time of his lease the right would devolve on 

one of his heirs only in the male line in lineal descent and failing that on the 

duly recognised adoptee of the lessee, if any.4s 

By the end of the year 1938, altogether one hundred four Elakhas 

were created of which thirteen were managed by the managers appointed on 

commission by the state. The Elakha had been divided into convenient 

blocks, each block being in-charge of a mandai. The report further states 

that fifteen Elakhas were kept as the private estate of His Highness the 

Maharaju of Sikkim. The revenue of the five Elakhas used to go to the 

upkeep of the five big monasteries of Sikkim.49 Generally the managers were 

selected from amongst the neighbouring landlords and the system of 

collection of the land revenue adopted by these managers was on the same 

line as that of the other lessees. so Of the Elakhadars in the state of Sikkim 

twenty one were the Kazis (a term denoting aristocracy in lineage among the 

magnets of Sikkim), six were Bhutias (a term applied to all Bhutias of Sikkim 
I 

who were not Kazis), eight were Lepchas (a tribe said to be the original 

inhabitants of Sikkim) and thirteen were Nepalese and a domiciled Indian. 51 

A number of changes were brought towards the enhancement of 

revenue yielding lands. Cultivation had been steadily extending and more 

and more forest covered area was cleared and brought under cultivation. The 

government did not encourage the acquisition of vast holdings and had set a 

limit of the maximum acreage a proprietor might possess. Ordinarily a rayot 

was not permitted to acquire more than twenty acres of cultivable lands. 

In the case of Mandals of the various blocks of an Elakha the 
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maximum might go upto thirty acres whilst the lessee might not acqu1re 

more than one hundred acres and his son or brother separate in interest 

from him could own a maximum of fifty acres. Members of family not 

separate in interest from the head of the family were not deemed to be able 

to acquire landed property in their own name in excess of the limit fixed for 

the head of the family. Sikkim was thus converted by the reformative process 

of the British into a country of peasant proprietors of small holdings. 52 

The British also encouraged the assessment of 'wet' (paddy) and 'dry' 

(maize etc.) land on an acreage basis, and as there had been no scientific 

survey of land acre was measured by the seed or sowing capacity of the land. 

The assessment on a cardamom and on an orange plantation was fixed on 

value basis of the yield. In fixing the assessment care had been taken to 

provide for the lean years, and ordinarily no remission was allowed for 

failure of crops due to drought or excessive rainfall.53 

For the proper collection of the land revenue m Sikkim during the 

colonial period the Political Officer and the council divided the entire land on 

the basis of yield into three classes of Elakhas (revenue divisions under the 

lessee) viz. (a) leased out Elakhas, (b) Elakhas under direct management 

and, (c) Elakhas under monasteries. The class I Elakhas were those Elakhas 

which were leased out into a number of Elakhadars on fixed Khajana 

(revenue) at various acreage rates. The revenue of different Elakhas differed 

according to the type and quality of the soil. Most of the Elakhas were under 

this category. The system of collection of revenue in these Elakhas were that 

the lease holders used to pay annually certain fixed sums an account of the 

land rent and house hold taxes on the 15 ,January and 28 of February every 

year respectively. Elakhas under class II were those: which were under direct 

management of the state. In the beginning of the Political Officers 

administration the Elakhas under this category were less. However, after the 

restoration of the ruler to the throne in 1914, the number increased to 

eleven and finally thirteen under this category which were placed in charge 

of different managers who credited collection into the State Bank of 

Sikkim.Under class III were the monastery Elakhas.s4 As per the report only 

five such Elakhas were under this category and later it was raised to six. 

This position remained intact till the withdrawal of the Political Officer's 

administration in 194 7. The six monasteries Estates were as under: 
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1. Pemiongtse-------------12 blocks 

2. Rumtek ----------·-------5 blocks 

3. Phensang ----------------5 blocks 

4. Phodong ----------~------9 blocks 

5. Ralong -------------------6 blocks 

6. Tashiding ----------------1 block.SS 

The Political Officer's administration also tried to protect the Bhutia 

and Lcpcha settlers through legislation. In 1897 the Government issued an 

order "to all Kazis Thikadars and Mandals that no Bhutias and Lepchas were 

to be allowed to sell, mortgage or sub-let any of their land to any person 

other than a Bhutia or a Lepcha without the express sanction of the Durbar 

or officers empowered by the Durbar on their behalf".s6 This order was 

further amended by Charles Bell, the Second Political Officer as Revenue 

Order No.1 on 17 May 1917 more or less in the same language.S7The British 

administration tried to give legal status in the process of land reforms by 

introducing another order in 1924. As per the circular of the Govemment 

even the Bustiwallas (villagers) were entitled to be a landowner who was in 

possession of land upto twenty acres. The same revenue circular allowed a 

Mandai to hold thirty acres of land and a Kazi and Thikadar to hold normally 

u pto one hundred acres of land. With special permission of the Govemment 

they could hold land upto two hundred acres. ss These circulars and 

notifications issued by the government during the British administrative 

control indicates that they did not like to displease the Lepcha- Bhutia 

section of the population by allowing the Pahariyas to purchase their lands. 

On the other hand they wanted to equally please the Nepali Mandals and 

Thikadars including one plainsman Thikadar at Kh'alndong allowing them to 

acquire land upto one hundred acres. This policy of the administration 

helped the influential Mandals and the Thikadars to cease land from the 

individual cultivator who failed to pay their revenue timely. The tenancy 

regulations introduced during the period also indicates that the tillers of the 

land irrespective of caste and creed were at the mercy of the landlords. They 

did not possess any land right. They were practically converted to a class of 

people who were to be ready to pay the taxes of all kinds. Thus the 

regulations introduced by the British administration in the name of land 

reforms were not a healthy phenomenon to the tillers of the land. 
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It is also evident from the above account that the British 

administration introduced such a system under which the entire land of 

Sikkim had been divided into a number of intermediary proprietors. These 

proprietors mostly tried to satisfy their overlord i.e., the British. Land was 

controlled and illegally exploited by a few and this resulted in the fact that 

the few became financially strong and socially influential and they were 

invariably able to influence Government policies and development 

programmes to derive maximum benefit. The majority of the farmers who 

were Kutias, Adhiars, Pakhureyas and Chakureyas (tenants and sub

tenants) did not have any say in the administration. They were at the mercy 

of the landlords. In the absence of specific rules for tenancy the tillers 

suffered 111 the hanrls of the landlords.59 

(b) The British also effected some change in the tenancy regulation to 

uplift the condition of the rayots in the state. Under the British tenancy 

regulation a number of tenants were introduced in Sikkim. They were 

Adhiyars, Kutdars, Pakhureyas and Chakareys. The Adhiyars had to pay 

50% of the produce to the Elakhadars as land revenue. There was, however, 

no remission of the landlord's share in case of crops failure. Adhiyars could 

be considered the most privileged class among the various categories of 

tenants. Because the other tenants had to suffer more in many respects. 

Being the privileged category this contract was only given in case of the 

tenant who voluntarily agreed his total subordination to landowner. The 

Adhiyar, in most of the cases, was allowed to raise subsidiary crops. 

Nevertheless, the system of Adhiyar was prevalent only to a limited extent. 

Even in the case of Adhiya system the basic principles which were 

universally accepted in tenancy practices such as fixity of tenure, fair rent 

and transfer of rights were not followed. Therefore, the Adhiyar were not 
' 

getting adequate returns from their inputs and labour.60 

The next category of tenants created during the British administration 

was the Kutdars. They were the most unfortunate a harrassed category 

among the tenants. They had to pay high rents to their landlords. In addition 

they had also to pay key money to the landowner and certain other burdens. 

As there was no definite lease terms the agreements could be and was often 

arbitrarily determined by the landowner anytime at his will. Many of the Kut 

leases were made verbally and the rate of the Kut was fixed by the landlord 

according to his will. Out of all the tenants in the state nearly sixty percent 
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tenants worked under this land tenure system during the period. The 

Kutedars were also liable to pay Theki salami.61 (tribute paid to the 

landowner). 

The third category of tenants created by the British administration 

was the Chakareys, and they were virtually under the mercy of the 

monasteries and the Lamas for contributing manual labour m the 

monasteries. In lieu of the manual labour plots of land were given to the 

Chakareys for cultivation. Under the given terms and conditions the tenants 

could not get adequate time to give full attention to the agricultural pursuits 

for better production in the field. 

The fourth and final category of tenants created under the British 

administration was the Pakhureyas. At various places the system of 

middlemen was created. The middlemen known as Thais were given large 

areas of land on definite terms, who in turn leased out the land to various 

sub-tenants on Kut basis and these sub-tenants were known as Pakhureyas. 

In this case there was absolutely no relation between the landowner and the 

tiller. The middlemen, in most of the cases intended to exploit the tiller 

(Pakhureyas) to a large extent.62 

Thus, under the British tenancy policy in Sikkim there was high 

degree of uncertainty among the majority of tillers (Adhiyars and Kutdars) 

regarding the period of their occupancy and continuity in the enjoyment of 

the land given to them for cultivation. Since the landlords were politically 

influential and used their social status to remove the tenants at their will the 

real tiller of the soil did not enjoy incentive to develop the land for better 

agricultural production. 

(c) The British also replaced the nature of rent collection in the state. 

In the pre-British period tax used to be collected in kind (a system known as 

Bisa Pw~ja), but after the British administration ~as extended to the state all 

taxes began to be collected in cash.62 In the initial stage of the British 

administration two types of land revenue rates were introduced to segregate 

the rayots of original settlers and the new comers.63 The following figure 

indicates the rate of revenue imposed on the rayots of various communities 

in the proces s of reformative measures. At a meeting of the council held on 

26 January 1915 the following rates were fixed: 
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For N epalcse 

Table: 3:11 

Fixation of Land Rent Rate 
Rate per pathi of seed sown 

First class land 

J~s.2.00 

Second class land 

Rs.1.50 
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Third class land 

Rs.l.OO 

For Bhutias and l~s. 1.50 Rs.l.l3 Rs.0.75 

Lepchas 

Source: Administration Report of the Government of Sikkimfor the year 1915-16. 
The British did not collect any of its taxes through its departmental 

agency and land revenue was raised from the raiyats through middlemen 

known as Elakhadars. The Elakhadars or lessees paid to the sirkar a fixed 

sum calculated at a rate per acre, which varied according to the conditions 

of the Elakha leased. However, the report did not mention the rate paid to 

the government. The Elokhadars were authorised by virtue of the terms of 

the lease (which were identical) to realise land revenue tax from the raiyats 

of the Elakha on a fixed and certain assessment the expense of realizing 

were incurred by the lessees themselves.M 

Later, the administration brought a number of changes in the process 

of rent collection. The Zamindars were empowered to establish villages to 

secure rent. Gopal Gaonlay and Sumiran Chhettri clarified it as new 

feudalism and the revenue fixed under the system was at the rate of Rs.l.OO 

per house. Out of which six annas or 38% was paid to the government and 

the rest ten annas or 62 °/cl was kept by the Zamindars (sixteen annas make 

a rupee). This rent was known as land revenue. Later on when a 

classification of land was finalised land revenue was fixed as per the rate 

shown in Table 3:II. In addition to this the Zamindars realised Rs.6.00 per 

house and out of which only Rs 1.00 was deposited in the government 

treasury. The balance of l\.s.5.00 was kept by the Zamindars. After the 

preliminary survey a wet land required one .pathi (approximately four 

kilograms) of seed was charged fourteen annas or 88% from the Nepali 

raiyats and eight annas or 50% from the Bhutia-Lepcha raiyats.6s The 

Administrative Report for the year 1933-34 gives a different figure regarding 

zamindars 's share. The report says that the houses in the state were all 

numbered and a uniform tax of Rs. 6.75 per house per annum was charged 

from all such houses which were not situated within 'A' Class Bazar areas. 

This tax was collected through the agency of Elakha lessees who were paid 

Rs.1.75 per house for this service. 
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This house tax was formerly collected as following taxes. 

( 1) Excise tax -----Rs. 2.00 

(2) Labour tax---- Rs. 2.75 

(3) Road cess -----Rs. 0.38 
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All these taxes were incorporated into a house tax when the house ticket 

system was introduced in the state in 1922.66 The rate of this tax was 

further increased in the subsequent years. Rules for the realisation of house 

tax in the state was finally settled in 1936.67 

A bustiwalla (villager) holding agricultural land from 5 acres to 20 

acres was required to pay only one house tax. But if he allowed someone to 

settle in his holding he had to pay extra revenue called Dhuri Khajana. 

Destitute persons were exempted from house tax.68 The rates of house tax 

furnished by the two different versions seem to be more or less the same but 

the comrmsswn taken by the Elakhadar appears to be different. 

Administration Report states that the Elakhadars were paid only Rs.l.75 

whereas the other sources contend that Rs.S.OO was kept by the zamindars 

as their share. Whatever might be the share it is clear that the zamindars got 

a commission out of the collection of the revenues. 

The revenue of the state was mainly derived from a system of both 

direct and indirect taxation. Land revenue, house tax and income tax were 

the main source of revenue by direct taxation. As has been stated earlier the 

state did not collect its taxes through any departmental ageny and the entire 

collection of the state demand was geven out on 'contract' or 'farming' for 

terms varying from one to fifteen years. The state could not by its treaty with 

the British Government impose any import or export duties on goods and 

merchandise from licensing such as cigarettes etc.· Forest, court fees and 

registration of documents yield also an appreciable income.69 
' 

Next to land revenue and house tax the government also realised rent 

from income tax. The Administrative Report for the years 1936-37 and 1937-

38 state that provision for income tax were made during the Political 

Officer's regime in Sikkim. Revenue was collected in the form of income tax 

from the individual farms of the trading communities of SikkimJO The earlier 

reports have not highlighted anything in detail about income tax in the state. 

However, from the year 1918 income tax began to be levied on all traders at 

one percent of all the value of sales.71 It was in 1932 the Government of 

Sikkim issued a notification for the realisation of income tax at a revised rate 
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from the traders and businessmen. The notification states, "It is hereby 

notified for the information and guidance of the itinerant traders in Sikkim 

that with effect from the 1 July 1932, they shall pay to the Durbar a sum of 

Rs.5.00 (rupees five) per annum, as income tax. The sum should be paid, in 

advance, for which a whole year season ticket will be issued by the Bazar 

inspector. No trader or traders shall defy the contents of the notification but 

shall pay the amount on demand on the spot". 72 Since the Bazar inspector 

was authorised to collect the said revenue it can be guessed that there was 

no independent Income Tax Department and it was placed under the Bazar 

department. The Judicial Report of the year 1937-38 says, "the system of 

Income Tax Assessment followed in Sikkim is what is recommended by the 

Auditor of the (}uvcrnnwnt of Bengal 111 1911-12, viz. Rs. 1.00 per Rs. 

1000.00 on the value of the sales by a trader and five pies per rupee on the 

interest accrued to a money lender is levied on account of this tax".73 Once 

the tax was introduced, the government of Sikkim had followed the norms 

then prevalent in the neighbouring state of Bengal. 

The Government also realised excise duties. Two sub-inspectors were 

placed in-charge of this department. Revenue was also collected from 

country liquors, cigarettes, opium, Ganga and tobacco. Only licence holders 

were allowed to sell the liquor freely. 74 The system of local distillation of 

liquor was reintroduced in 1938. It was also due to the efforts of the British 

administration that the excise department was established in Sikkim. Before 

the extension of new administrative measures excise was not handled 

properly. During 30s full attention was given to this department. The 

Government viewed that a fair amount of revenue could be realised if excise 

was handled properly. The system introduced undet:the new administration 

for the sale of liquor was better known as 'the independent shop system' and 

there was no farming monopoly for the whole st~te. The report states that 

there were both Kutcha and Pucca shops in most of the Bazars and the right 

to manufacture and sale rested with the shop holder. The system was 

organised on auction basis. The report further states that the government 

reserved to them the right to fix the manner and location of the shops in the 

area. 75 Though the consequences of liquor was very unusual but it had 

extended to a large extent to the growth of revenue (Rs.37, 715.00 in 1906 to 

Rs. 82,300.00 in 1932) in the state. Since the system of liquor shop and 

business was organised on auction basis there was competition among the 
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contractors to get the contract. The contract was awarded to the highest 

bidder. 

One of the important efforts of the British Political Officer's 

administration was the introduction arid use of stamps in all the 

govcrnnwntal transaction. However, the state government did not 

manufacture stamps and it was imported from England with approved 

blocks. The stamps used for non-judicial purpose were marked 'R' while 

unmarked stamps were used in courts for court fee purposes. An amount of 

Rs. 1,391.00 was realised in 1917 and this was raised to Rs. 5,800 in 1932. 

Thus a good amount of stamp duty had been realised by the government on 

this account.76 

Another source of revenue that had been profitably explored was the 

mines and minerals. The first British Political Officer was of the opinion that 

the revenue of the state could be enhanced if the mines were dug out. The 

government leased out the mines to different lessees. Revenue realised from 

this source was Rs. 2,556.00 in 1915 and it was raised to Rs.4.013.00 in 

1922. Thus this department also enriched the treasury. 77 

The Political Officers streamlined the forestry policy of the state to 

generate income. Forest products were the chief source of income. The 

Administrative Reports of 1926-27 states that the department consisted of 

the following: (a) Reserved Forest (b) Gaucharan (c) Roadside arboriculture 

(d) slip reserves (e) Khasmal forest (f) Fruit garden (g) Manufacture of rugs 

and tweeds and (h) Preservation of game. 78 From the year 1938 the forest 

department was separated from the general department and the Forest 

Manager was given an independent charge of both Forest and Agriculture 

with veterinary branch combined. 79 As soon as the administration was taken 

over by the British Political Officer the entire forest had been classified into 
' 

two categories viz., Reserved forest and Khasmal. This was done with a view 

to achieving double profits i.e., a certain portion of forest area was set apart 

with a view to allowing settlement to the new comers and using suitable land 

therin for paddy and maize cultivation and this area was designated as 

Khasmal area. A major portion of this area was converted for plough. The 

plots reserved for the supply of fodder for cattle and dry sticks for fuel for the 

raiyats were known as Gaucharan forest. In the initial stage of the British 

administrative period all decisions regarding forest was decided by the 

government of India. 80 The total forest of the state had been divided into 
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estates which were agam leased out to various landlords. Thus, the 

landlords were ipso facto the subordinate forest officers of the state. 81 The 

landlords maintained menial forest establishment at their own expense and 

were paid in the shape of half of the royalty on timber and other minor forest 

products sold from the reserve forests in their estates and three forth of the 

royalty accruing from the sale of timber and other minor forest products in 

the Khasmal area. The work of these landlords was supervised by the State 

Forest Department. The sale of timber and other forest products proved to be 

one of ! he major incomes of the state. This also helped the state for its 

econorni( growlh. 1u 

The other important department for the realisation of rent was the 

department of Bozar. With the coming of the British, markets began to 

develop in Sikkim. Three kinds of markets developed during their 

administration and they were (I) 'A' Class Bazar (II) 'B' Class Bazar and (III) 

'C' Class Bazar. These Bazars were very important source of revenue to the 

Government. The revenue derived as tax from 'A' class Bazar was merged 

with general revenue. 'B class Bazar revenue from taxation was allowed by 

the Government to be enjoyed by the landlords of the Elakha where these 

Bazars were situated. Such revenue were spent on the prosperity and well 

being of the people of such Bazars, but the landlords rendered no account to 

the state, except the house tax on the house situated in these areas. The 

expenses incurred as sanitation etc. of these Bazars were met by the 

landlords. 'C' class Bazars were those Bazars where no market was held. 

According to the Administration Report of the government of Sikkim, 1936-37 

there were nine Bazars under category 'A'. They were Gangtok, Singtam, 

Rangpo, Pakyong, Rangli, Soryong, Nayabazar, Reshi, and Yangyang. 'B' 

Category Bazars were Daramdin, Dentam Gayzing, Mazitar, Makha, Namchi, 
' 

Namthang, Rhenok, Rinchenpong, Kewzing, Kaluk, and Bhanzang. Revenue 

realised from these Bazars was Rs. 24,211.00 in 1937. The revenue derived 

from these Bazars helped the government to a great extent to further enlarge 

these markets.H-' 

In addition to the departments mentioned above a number of new 

departments were created and from these departments the government 

realised a sum of Rs. 58,200.00 from labour value, Rs. 51, 700.00 as 

interest, Rs. 3,500.00 from printing and press, 38,300.00 from public works, 

Rs.l, 600.00 from Agriculture & industries, Rs.7, 500.00 from law and 
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justice, Rs.l200.00 from Police, Rs.lOOO.OO from education, Rs. 8,100.00 

from assessed taxes, Rs.l2000.00 from Treaty payment and Rs.l, 596.00 

from miscellaneous department in 1932. This helped the government to 

further :~ugment its resources. Revenue was realised from a number of 

heads during the Political Officer's administration which were as under: (I) 

land rent (II) royalty on cardamom (III) fines and penalties (IV) interests on 

arrears (V) labour value (VI) household tax (VII) liquor licence fee (VIII) opium 

and Ganja fee (IX) cigarette licence fee (X) royalty or timber, firewood, 

charcoal, jungle products, grazing fee and rubber, (XI) sale of revenue and 

judicial stamps, (XII) fines and penalties, (XIII) traders income tax, (XIV) 

royalty on copper and limestone, (XV) court fee and sale of unclaimed 

properties, (XVI) police and jails, (XVII) agriculture and industries, (XVIII) 

printing and stationaries and, (XIX) loans and advances.84 

J\p;wt from the above mentioned cash taxation, the Government 

missionary namely the Kazis and the Thikadars realised a number of 

manual taxes from the raiyats during the colonial period in Sikkim. These 

manual taxes were introduced with the establishment of British Political 

Office in the state. Manual taxes such as Kalobhari, Jharlangi, Kurwa, Bethi 

and Theki-salami were realised from the tenants and sub-tenants by the 

Kazis and the Thikadars. It will be interesting to know here that how and 

under what circumstances these taxes were introduced by the 

administration. We shall analyse different kinds of manual taxes in the 

foregoing pages. One of the most oppressive taxes was Kalobhari. The 

etymological meaning of Kalobhari is blackload. This kind of manual tax 

was introduced for the first time during Younghusband expedition to Tibet. 

The British used to send number of items to Tibet, Since the Sikkim-Tibet 

road was frozen with snow most of the time and for the protection of the 

consignment sent from India it was packed in bla<!:k tarpaulin. So, the people 

could not know the contents of the packet. Such packets were also imported 

from Tibet. H5This black packet was known as Kalobhari. The British asked 

the Thikadars to arrange labourers to carry these loads on payment. But the 

Thikadars were found to keep the money with them and force the people to 

carry the load without any payment. This kind of forced labour continued 

even after Younghusband expedition. Out of this transaction the Thikadars 

earned a good profit. Another manual tax introduced by the British was 

Jharlangi. The intention of the British administration to introduce Jharlangi 

was to ensure the safety of roads for commercial transaction. 
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Being a hilly state Sikkim-Tibet frontier road was disturbed because 

of landslide at several points. It was to be repaired timely. Therefore, the 

British entrusted the Kazis and Thikadars with the task of repairing roads 

on certain payment. Presumably, the kazis and Thikadars appropriated the 

money themselves and forced the raiyats to work without payment. This 

kind of forced labour was known as Jharlangi. The raiyats were to be ready 

to perform Jharlangi anytime at any place at their own expense. If the 

ruiyat:; refused lo render J harlangi they were severely punished. The other 

objectiw of Jharlangi system was that the reserved labourers were utilised to 

carry the bag and luggage of the government officials wherever they were 

required to be transferred without any payment86 

The other manual tax realised from the raiyats m Sikkim was the 

Theki-Belhi. Under new Sikkimi feudalism the Thikadars appointed a 

number of officers such as Mukhtiyar, Mandai and Karbari etc. These officers 

helped the Thikadars to collect the revenue from their Elakha. The raiyats 

had to offer special gift such as meat, chicken, curd, banana packed in a 

wooden box to these officers during important festivals. Apart from this offer 

the raiyuls were also forced to work in the field of Mandals and Zamindars 

whcncvc1 required. This offering was commonly known as Theki-Bethi. The 

zamindars did not offer even food to the raiyats during the period of free 

service. Moreover, the raiyats were to be ready whenever they were called 

upon to work. 

Similar to this the zamindars also realised another type of manual 

service from the raiyats known as Kurwa. Under this category the zamindars 

forced the raiyats to carry blackload for the British. Unfortunately 

sometimes because of the delay of vehicle and disturbance due to landslide 

consignment could not reach the destination in time. In such situation the 
' 

raiyals had to wait for the arrival of load days together. During the period 

the entire expense was to be made by the rayots themselves. This kind of 

manual lux realised from the rayots was known as Kurwa. 

From the above account it is evident that the zamindars realised cash 

as well as manual taxes from the rayots. The money received from the 

British for its payment was presumably appropriated by the landlords 

themselves. Under the new zamindari system the majority of the Sikkimi 

people irrespective of caste and creed were exploited. However, there are 

instances of some liberal zamindars such as Luchmidas and Chandrabir 
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Km;aju who had been careful to meet out human treatment to the rayots. 

Generally taxes such as Kalobhari, Jharlangi, Kunva, Theki-Bethi were 

misappropriated by the later Kazis and few Thikadars to enrich themselves. 

The rayols worked as labourers only. The landlords exploited the peasants 

economically realising a number of taxes. The net result of the new 

zamindari system was that the poor raiyats became poorer and the landlords 

became more richer. Thus, an economic gap amongst the Sikkimese was 

crcated.HH The following table illustrate a brief information of the revenue 

income (in casjj) and the expenditure during the British period in Sikkim. 
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Table 3: III 

Revenue income (in thousands) 

Major Heads 1906 1907 1908 1909 1910 
1. Land revenue 51,832 48,048 48,821 55,769 65,769 

2. Labollr v;due 16,939 14,745 16,665 15,615 15,621 

3. Excise revenue 37,715 37,333 37,613 36,527 35,527 

4. Mines (v, Minerals N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

5. Stamps N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

6. Assessed Taxes N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

7. Forest Revenue 7,711 8,864 4,658 3,238 3,236 

8. Treaty Payment N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

9. Law and Justice 4,489 4,864 3,512 10,081 10,512 

10. Police N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

11. Jails N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

12. Public Works 4,161 5,108 4,877 4,146 4,620 

13. Medical and Sanitation N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

14. Printing and Stationary N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

15. Agriculture and 13,289 9,969 18,652 10,700 10,760 

Industries 

16. Interest N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

17. Miscellaneous 6,118 5,775 21,250 25,816 26,251 

18. Loans and advances 44,927 79,548 37,911 29,704 30,312 . 
Total 2,64,939 3,22,603 2,51,790 2,49,704 2,55,122 

Source: Administration Report of the Government of Sik~imfor the years 1906-1910. 
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Table 3:III 

Revenue income (in thousands) 

Major Heads 1911 1912 1913 1914 1915 
l. Land revenue 68,079 69,991 71_,254 68,757 1,06,977 

2. Labour value 19,116 20,289 17,110 16,731 19,665 

3. Excise revenue 46,934 58,665 58,679 70,886 62,039 

4. Mines & Minerals N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

5. Stamps N/A N/A N/A NjA N/A 

6. 1\ssesst'd Taxes N/A N/A NjA N/A N/A 

7. Forest l<cvenue 7,534 9,177 8,738 6,885 7,096 

8. Treaty Payment N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

9. Law and Justice 6,102 10,095 5,733 5,681 5,980 

10. Police N/A N/A NjA NjA N/A 

1 l. Jails N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

12. Public Works 4,983 4,610 3,566 3,915 5,579 

13. Medical and Sanitation N/A N/A NJA N/A NJA 
14. Printing and Stationary N/A N/A NjA NJA N/A 

15. Agriculture and 10,054 17,795 18,585 18,848 19,034 

Industries 

16. Interest N/A N/A NjA NjA N/A 
17. Miscellaneous 28,419 33,330 20,960 .. 27,658 34,446 
18. Loans and advances 31,370 26,124 26,214 20,144 18,273 

Total 2,61,688 2,96146 3,,16898 3,24,100 2,88,212 
-----------
Source: Administration Report ofthe Government ofSikkimforthe years 1911-1915. 
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Table 3:III 

Revenue income (in thousand) 
------- ------- ---~------

_____ M'!l~r He~~!; _______ 1916 1917 1918 1919 1920 
1. Land revenue 1,09,966 1,12,564 1,11,604 1,16,506 1,13,452 

2. Labour value 18,944 19,003 17,109 19,975 24,009 

3. Excise revenue 63,129 70,031 80,209 88,620 95,084 

4. Mines & Minerals 1,423 1,508 2,161 816 NjA 

5. Stamps 92 1,391 1,330 1,396 2,096 

6. Assessed Taxes 1,462 1,410 1,787 2,455 191 

7. Forest Revenue 8,220 26,081 25,312 59,135 28,189 

8. Treaty Payment N/A N/A N/A 12,000 12,000 

9. Law and Justice 6,318 4,854 2,737 4,505 4,309 

10. Police 1,357 1,389 1,206 1,959 785 

11. Jails 333 258 604 273 251 

12. Public Works 13,067 13,065 12,502 18,826 13,059 

13. Medical and Sanitation 288 348 289 314 311 

14. Printing and Stationary 403 461 617 1,067 939 

15. Agriculture and 2,259 2,575 3,508 8,428 8,487 

Industries 

16. Interest 7,362 9,281 11,810 18,687 29,959 

17. Miscellaneous 4,616 1,426 1,106 446 1,596 . ' 
18. Loans and advances 17,279 49,775 99,479 1,62,673 1,81,272 

Total 2,56,516 3,15,450 3173,368 5,18,080 5,15,980 

Source: Administration Report of the Government of Sikkim for the years 1916-1920. 
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Table 3:111 

Revenue income (in thousand) 

Major Heads 1921 1922 1923 1924 1925 
1. Land revenue 1,28,243 1,13,591 1,30,590 1,25,154 1,33,260 

2. Labour value 33,570 29,910 42,606 10,377 63,216 

3. Excise revenue 1 ,05,645 1,07,531 1,20,607 1,17,286 91,022 

4. Mines /v, Minerals N/A 4,013 N/A N/A 12 

5. Stamps 2,051 2,641 3,481 4,362 7,078 

6. Assessed Taxes 5,070 2,715 2,685 3,295 3,300 

7. Forest Revenue 33,852 58,546 32,812 43,308 71,288 

8. Treaty Payment 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 

9. Law and Justice 4,698 5,693 8,161 11,180 10,713 

10. Police 2,066 1,802 1,643 2,421 1,925 

11. Jails 501 203 21 5 40 

12. Public Works 12,849 12,840 22,038 20,420 22,184 

13. Medical and Sanitation 288 288 902 420 551 

14. Printing and Stationary 1,217 2,557 1,904 2,346 2,534 

15. Agriculture and 9,686 5,475 6,914 5,812 8,173 

Industries 

16. Interest 25, 119 36,496 42,938 43,992 49,527 

17. Miscellaneous 334 449 4,025 7,294 8,588 .. 
18. Loans and advances 64,625 3,01,433 1,14,152 1,78,530 2,05,362 

19. Education N/A N/A N/A N/A 352 ' 
Total 4,41,814 6,98,183 5,47,481 6,18,202 6,91,125 

Source: Administration Report of the Government of Sikkimfor the years 1921-1925. 
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Table 3:111 

Revenue income (in thousands) 

Major Heads 1926 1927 1928 1929 1930 
1. Land revenue 1,44,728 1,54,607 1,40,132 1,47,831 1,72,222 

2. Labour value 93,263 75,883 59,047 95,291 55,552 

3. Excise revenue 1 ,27,130 1,31,725 1,43,872 1,20,121 1,09,921 

4. Mines & Minerals 31 70 65 138 72 

5. Stamps 5,673 5,647 4,852 8,565 9,162 

6. Assessed Taxes 3,725 1,019 4,210 4,728 4,610 

7. Forest Revenue 52,643 49,873 30,417 36,296 34,989 

8. Treaty Payment 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 

9. Law and Justice 8,173 8,361 6,737 7,794 7,551 

10. Police 1,317 1,910 1,740 2,444 1,054 

11. Jails 87 85 719 387 553 

12. Public Works 23,573 25,960 35,489 30,374 31,435 

13. Medical and Sanitation 678 483 749 253 506 

14. Printing and Stationary 2,782 3,059 2,232 3,128 2,090 

15. Agriculture and 2,170 2,868 1,588 2,877 2,016 

Industries 

16. Interest 50,369 49,209 45,147 48,884 52,565 '. 
17. Miscellaneous 13,703 5,945 7,967 6,707 6,272 

18. Loans and advances 2,72,071 1,74,346 1,49,671 1,50,007 1,23,694 
19. Education 753 6 1,562 1,212 803 

Total 8,14,893 7,03,050 4,98,500 6,79,667 6,26,067 
- ------- - ·---------- . -----~--~--- ~----

Source: Administration Report of the Government of Sikkim for the years 1926-1930. 
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Table 3:111 

Revenue income (in thousands) 

Majgr He~d~!!_~~-- 1931 1932 1933-1947 
------------~ 

1. Land J('V<'IlUC 1 ,27,703 1,26,800 NfA 
2_ Labour value 58,209 58,200 N/A 

3. [·~xcise revenue 82,135 82,300 N/A 

4. Mines & Minerals 120 100 NfA 
5. Stamps 5,848 5,800 N/A 

6. Assessed Taxes 8,163 8,100 N/A 

7. Forest Revenue 25,609 25,500 NfA 
8. Treaty Payment 12,000 12,000 N/A 

9. Law and Justice 7,604 7,500 N/A 

10. Police 1,440 1,200 N/A 

1 1. Jails 32 N/A N/A 

12. Public Works 38,087 38,300 N/A 

13. Mediml and Sanitation 500 500 N/A 

14. Printing and Stationary 3,470 3,500 N/A 

15. Agriculture and Industries 1,581 1,600 N/A 

16. Interest 51,780 51,700 N/A 

17. Miscellaneous 1,714 ,1,700 N/A 

18. Loans and advances 54,798 51,900 N/A 
19. Education 978 1,000 N/A 

Total 4,81,714 4,78,700 NfA 
----~--- -- -----

Source: Administration Report of the Government of Sikkim for the years 1931-32. 
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Table 3: IV 

Budget allocation (in thousands) 

Major Heads 1906 1907 1908 1909 -

l. Kazi's Commission 6,240 6,422 8,193 4,153 

2. Subsidy to Monstery 2,164 3,915 5,250 3,780 

3. General Administration 

a) Office establishment 

b) Police and Jail 19,076 17,732 20,660 27,333 

c) l•:xcisc· 

d) Grain Compensation 

allowance 

4. Agriculture 2,299 1,303 1,660 1,667 

5. Forest 10,857 14,335 4,615 6,158 

6. Education 5,096 6,648 6,417 7,239 

7. Judicial and Medical 4,389 5,140 6,015 10,673 

8. Domestic Charges 47,669 47,905 42,678 57,500 

9. Public Works 45,435 55,359 56,055 51,242 

10. Miscellaneous 19,640 2,749 3,089 10,509 

1 1. Debts 49,412 1,01,893 38,522 16,460 

Total 2,13,092 2,64,687 1,92,749 .. 1,97,648 
··----- -·----

Note: A :-wparate budget for land revenue had been introduced from the year 1909 

and it included the departments of land revenue, civjl Jist, survey and some other 

minor departments. 

Source: 1\tlntinistration Report of the Government of Sikkim for the years 1906-1909. 
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Table 3:IV 

Budget allocation (in thousand) 
~--------~--- --

-~ _Milj_()_!_ He~~-~---_ 1910 1911 1912 1913 1914 

1. Kazi 's <'om mission 8,915 8,015 10,718 5,277 5,821 

2. Subsidy to Monsteries 5,870 5,588 6,493 5,436 5,751 

J Cleneml Administration 

<1) Office c:->L<Iblishrnent 

b) Police <Jncl Jail 28,442 28,627 31,085 33,733 28,842 

c) Excise 

d) Grain Compensation 

allowance 

4. Agriculture 1 ,3171 1,406 1,468 1,125 1,219 

5. Forest 7,353 5,999 9,228 8,503 10,138 

6. Education 7,618 7,960 7,031 7,163 7,839 

7. Medic<~! 9,655 10,492 12,686 10,856 12,571 

8. ,Judicinl 2,184 2,489 2,780 2,865 1,970 

9. Domes! ic Charges 39,406 36,736 33,924 45,412 45,620 

10. Public Works 40,910 32,698 49,665 68,575 48,928 

11. Miscellaneous I ,78,548 54,720 14,135 20,214 32,012 

12. Debts 26,171 29,203 23,535 16,077 28,278 

Total 2,56,443 2,23,969 2,02,748 2,25,236 2,30,023 

Source: Administration Report ofthe Government of Sikkimfor the years 1910-1914. 
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Table 3:IB 

Budget allocation (in thousands) 

Major Heads 1915 1916 1917 1918 1919 
1. Revenue Refund 3,514 12,341 6,781 

2. Civil List 28,972 46,210 43,481 37,589 29,957 

3. Palace Establishment 6,554 15,475 9,929 12,568 7,501 

4. Revenue and General 44,323 32,686 24,089 22,807 21,044 

Department 

5. Forest Department 6,507 8,100 8,542 8,615 15,686 

(). l•;xcis<' lkpartnw111t 1 '193 1,700 2,169 1,443 1,809 

7. Police Department 1 1 ,32 1 9,547 9,253 8,538 10,246 

8. Law and ,Justice 2,676 3,542 3,451 5,148 7,374 

9 .• Jails 1,959 2,374 2,353 2,060 2,284 

1 0. Monasteries 5,215 5,565 5,255 5,066 5,749 

11. Printing and Stationary 1,241 1,132 1,511 1,772 1,585 

12. Education 8,377 7,994 8,381 9,115 8,019 

13. Medical and Sanitation 13,915 13,928 16,220 15,871 13,919 

14. Public Works 61,152 69,554 78,591 54,548 71,121 

15. Agriculture and 3,502 4,509 6,164 5,148 14,516 

Industries 

16. Accounts N/A 1,201 3,368 6,589 8,198 

1 7. Post ( >ffice 546 558 72 72 24 

1 H. Misc<'li<uwous 16,175 4,581 7,340 6,457 8,757 

19. Interest N/A N/A 
.. 

773 N/A N/A 
20. Loans and Advances 17,825 21,593 1,01,680 2,11,724 2,92,669 

Total 2,31,453 2,50,258 3,46,136 4,27,471 5,28,239 
-·· ------ ·---

Source: Administration Report of the Government of Sikkim for the years 1915-1919. 

Note: Titles of some of the major heads had been changed from the year 1915. 
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Table: 3:1V 

Budget allocation (in thousands) 
·----·- --

__ _ Mujor !!~l:\ds ____ 1920 1921 1922 1923 1924 
-· 

I. Revernw l;~efund 13,170 I7,992 19,749 I6,834 I4,274 

2. Civil List 37,743 56,156 49,520 44,900 56,156 

3. Palace l~stablishment 12,480 12,296 12,192 I5,715 I5,436 

4. Revenue and General 17,076 21,592 23,900 24,323 28,330 

Department 

5. Forest Department 13,626 14,203 12,713 12,954 14,427 

6. [;:xcisc Department 2,020 2,343 2,235 2,025 2,094 

7. Police Department II ,641 20,979 18,336 24, I72 18,498 

8. Law and Justice 6,665 6,666 11,601 10,175 14,129 

9. Jails 2,624 3,037 4,943 5,423 7,382 

I 0. Monasteries 5,409 4,953 5,138 6,I19 5,151 

11. Printir1g and Stationary 1.992 1,309 1,612 I,593 5,032 

1 2. Ed uc11 tion 7,432 I1' 183 9,436 11,328 13,873 

I3. Medical and Sanitation 16,726 20,684 27,284 28,543 28,070 

14. Publil' Works 74,909 78,907 76,892 1,16,152 1,00,859 

15. Agriculture and 16,108 14,782 7,497 4,007 3,264 

Industries 

I6. Accounts 9,046 10,437 10,227 12,633 8,444 

I 7. Post Office N/A NjA N/A N/A N/A 
I8. Miscellaneous 4,210 4,034 4,678 3,213 4,207 
19. Interest N/A N/A N)A N/A N/A 
20. Loans and Advances 2,31,651 1,37,846 3,94,885 2,26,192 2,94,610 

Total 4,84,528 4,39,489 
I 

6,92,838 5,67,359 6,34,296 
--··---- ·-----· -----
Source: 1\dmil!istrution Report of the Gouemment of Sikkim for the year 1920-1924. 
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Table 3:IV 

Budget allocation (in thousands) 
---·---~--

_ ~- ____ Major Heads 1925 1926 1927 1928 
1 . Revenue Refund 22,341 31,387 28,775 21,700 

2. Civil List 64,165 62,911 64,743 62,600 

3. Palac\' l•:stablishment 12,332 16,770 16,132 11,200 

L1 ~~('\'<'II\ I<' and Gcneml 23,237 37,665 26,738 31,100 

lkpartnw11l 

5. Forest Department 19,567 14,298 12,007 13,100 

6. l~xcis<' Department 1,922 2,142 2,188 2,200 

7. Police Department 18,804 21,484 21,833 24,800 

8. Law and Justice 14,092 14,086 15,993 14,800 

9. Jails 9,573 9,073 8,444 7,200 

10. Monasteries 5,999 6,956 6,124 5,300 

11. Printing and Stationary 5,216 5,882 5,913 5,200 

12. Education 20,759 23,002 26,381 26,700 

13. Medical and Sanitation 30,533 27,722 30,724 28,000 

14. Public Works 1,37,655 1,90,897 2,22,579 1,92,400 

1 ~). Elect r1c Charg<~s 41,075 82,617 25,785 13,500 

H>. Agriculture and 3,199 4,116 3,697 2,900 

Indus\ rics 

17. ACCOlll1tS 9,498 9,125 11,563 12,700 
18. Post Uffice N/A N/A N/A N/A 
19. Miscellaneous 8,303 10,809 

' 
14,164 N/A 

20. Loans and Advances 2,37,986 2,54,199 1,75,313 N/A 
Total 6,86,346 8,25,041 7,19,096 4,91,400 

"-·------ ~-

Source: Administration Report of the Government of Sikkimfor the years 1925-1928. 
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Table 3:IV 

Budget allocation (in thousands) 

Major Heads 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933-47 
1. Revenue Refund 10,000 14,800 11,685 11,232 N/A 

2. Civil List 67,100 67,700 65,632 N/A N/A 

3. Palace Establishment 13,900 11,300 9,556 12,235 N/A 

4. Revenue and General 25,400 27,100 26,231 27,232 N/A 

Department 

5. Forest Department 13,400 14,200 14,131 15,232 N/A 

6. Excise Department 2,200 2,100 20,022 2,733 N/A 

7. Police Department 23,400 24,100 21,349 22,283 N/A 

8. Law and Justice 14,300 17,500 18,154 N/A N/A 

9.Jails 8,000 6,700 5,235 5,032 N/A 

10. Monasteries 5,500 5,300 5,340 5,999 N/A 

11. Printing and Stationary 3,600 4,700 4,110 N/A N/A 

12. Education 30,600 27,700 27,680 27,568 N/A 

13. Medical and Sanitation 25,900 28,200 33,486 38,512 N/A 

14. Public Works 1,76,500 1,94,600 1,69,300 1,68,299 N/A 

15. Agriculture and 2,100 2,000 2,149 2,034 N/A 

Industries 

16. Accounts 11,900 12,100 12,660 13,532 N/A 
1 7. Post 0 ffice N/A NJA N/A .. N/A N/A 
18. Electric Charges 6,900 6,400 5,688 N/A N/A 
19. Miscellaneous 5,500 11 ,000 11,271 N/A N/A 
20. Loans and Advances N/A 1,53,922 40,177 N/A N/A 

Total 4,46,200 4,77,600 5,04,076 5,32,213 N/A 

Source: Administration Report of the Government of Sikkim for the years 1929-1932. 
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d) A comparative study of the revenue income and investment of the 

British administration in Sikkim between 1889 and 194 7 indicates that a 

new trend towards improvement and changes had been taking place 

gradually. The income of the land revenue department was exceedingly 

higher than the investment. Between 1914 and 1932 there was continuous 

growth in the rate of income. Land rent increased from Rs.51, 832.00 in 

1906 to Rs. 1,26,800.00 in 1932 because of the change of the policy in the 

process and the method of realisation. Similarly excise revenue was raised 

from Rs.37, 715.00 in 1906 to Rs.1, 20,121 in 1929. Forest revenue was a 

new innovation of the British. This revenue also had been raised from 

Rs.7,711 in 1906 to Rs.25,500.00 in 1932. 

The British had given topmost priority to the departments of public 

works, education, excise, medical and general department. In 1889 the 

government allocated Rs.9, 742.00 for the construction of roads, bridges, 

and buildings. This budget was escalated to Rs.l, 66,500.00 in 1937. From 

this figure it can be guessed that they wanted to connect all parts of Sikkim 

by constructing roads so that the whole of Sikkim could be brought under 

the ambit of resource mobilisation. The other reason for the construction of 

roads would be to facilitate British trade in the frontier. One of the primary 

interests of the British in Sikkim was its trade with Tibet. To realise it they 

constructed a number of roads to connect all parts of the state with Tibet 

frontier. Therefore, a good amount was spent for the construction of roads 

and bridges. They became successful to open markets in the state. It was 

also the desire of the British to connect these markets with each other by 

roads. Consequently, British manufactured goods could reach all parts of 

the state. Similarly agro-based products of Sikkhn mainly oranges and 

cardamom could be exported to India with the help of easy communication. 

The British got double benefit by the construction of roads. They could sell 

Indian goods in all parts of Sikkim and also extract Sikkimi products and 

sell it in Bengal and other parts of India with profit. The construction of 

roads in Sikkim incidentally helped the growth of markets. Never before the 

state was benefited in such a scale. People could move from ane part of the 

state to other without much difficulty. In short it can be said that the 

construction of roads and bridges helped the state towards its development 

in economic terms. 
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For agriculture and industries no marked infra-structural 

development took place, as no investment was made for policy reasons and 

the major role in these departments was played by the Newar Thikadars 

(Luchmidas and his family contributed much for the agricultural growth). A 

comparative study of the income and expenditure indicates that the British 

earned much profit with less investment in this department. In 1905 the 

investment in agriculture was only Rs.2, 299.00 whereas income was Rs.13, 

298.00. However, in the later years the return also declined very often. Later, 

the Thikadars too turned out to be disinterested in infra-structural 

development. Therefore, the return automatically declined. But during the 

initial stage of the Thikadari system a number of improvements were 

undertaken. Land was given to the tillers and terracing cultivation was 

developed to a large extent. 

The allocation of budget to the department of education was unlike 

that in agriculture. The education budget started with Rs. 2,429.00 in 1905 

and gradually it was raised to Rs. 30,600.00 in 1937-38. As has already 

been stated that one of the major objectives of the British was the cultural 

transformation of the state and by imparting western education to the people 

they could construct a class of people who in due course became very loyal 

and helped the British to realise their objectives of all kinds in the state. 

Therefore, the British paid special attention to this department also. 

The British also did not lag behind in giving due attention to the 

medical and sanitation services. In 1905 a sum of Rs. 4,555.00 was 

allocated and this budget went up to Rs.56,300.00 in 1937-38. The British 

equally wanted to expose the Sikkimese to health and sanitation awareness. 

So, priorities were given to the medical and sanitation. 

The other priority was the general revenue. ln 1916 general revenue 

was introduced as a separate department and a sum of Rs. 32,668.00 was 

allocated to this department. In this department labour value, household tax 

and all other revenue procuring departments were incorporated. Therefore, 

large number of employees was engaged to run this department. The 

motivation to maximise income on this head had induced the administration 

to have put more stress on it. 

The budget analysis made above indicates that the British 

administration in Sikkim gave more emphasis to those departments, which 

helped them to transform the Sikkimi society in the western line. At the 
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same time they were influenced by economic interest also. Political interest, 

except as it was needed to promote economic and cultural interest was 

secondary. Therefore, Sikkimi elite were moulded along the British line to 

achieve cultural penetration for the purpose of 'subject making'. 

The British frontier policy, of course was also central to the British 

encounter with Sikkim. Initially it was the Tibetan and Chinese influence 

particulnrly the Tibetan influence which they intended to marginalise to use 

Sikkim as a buffer. Later the fear of Russian expansion in Tibet determined 

a part of the British frontier policy. The Younghusband expedition in 1903-

04 and later the Simla Agreement in 1914 sought to ensure reiteratively that 

the security of the northern frontier of India could not be endangered at any 

cost. Sikkim was used as a pawn in this strategic and diplomatic game. 

IV 

Educational Reforms 

11 was the British administration, which encouraged for the opening of 

English ~·chools in Sikkim. Before their administration was extended, Sikkim 

had its own traditional lamaistic system of education. The intention of this 

type of education was to intend benefits to those who were preparing for the 

religious order. In Sikkim as in Tibet the priests were made and not born. It 

was after sever tests in religious education in the Buddhist scripture that a 

young seeker after knowledge was admitted into the order. 89 

It may not be wrong to state here that the British had their interest to 

transform the social structure of the state. To achieve this objective the 

Political Officers paid special attention to the educational reforms in the 

state. Before the opening of English schools, the first British Political Officer 

Claude While decided to educate the successor designate Sidkeong Tulku in 

the Engltsh system of education. He tried to mould the kumar in the British 

line. The introduction of the English system of education in the state was his 

brainchild. 

Along with the kumar White also decided to prepare a set of persons 

belonging to the upper class feudal society who could represent British 

interest in the state. The Political Officer desired that the sons of the 

influential Lamas and Kazis of Sikkim should be trained in English 

education. The British thought that if the sons of the Lamas and the Kazis 
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were given modern English education they would be fully influenced by the 

western ideas and they would easily imbibe the British ideas in the 

reformation process. They would also not oppose the coming of Sidkeong 

Tulku as the future Maharaja of Sikkim and the question of succession to 

the Sikkim throne would easily be solved. 90 

During British administration three types of schools were established 

apart from the Lamaistic education imparted in the monasteries. They were 

(a) the Government schools (b) the Missionary schools and (c) the village 

schools maintained by the Thikadars and the private people. The course 

content in the Government schools and the Mission schools were the same 

as it was in the neighbouring state of Bengal. However, in the village schools 

maintained by the landlords and privately managed schools the teaching of 

Nepali subject was introduced m 1924. The books written by Parasmani 

Pradhan were also introduced m almost all schools of Sikkim from this 

year.91 English literature remained compulsory subject in all the schools of 

Sikkim from the beginning of the establishment of schools in the state. 

With the establishment of British Political Office at Gangtok in 1889 

the Government decided to impart education by establishing schools 

according to the curriculum followed in the neighbouring province of 

Bengal.92 So, the system of education which was in practice in the Bengal 

province was automatically applied in Sikkim also. Therefore, it is desirable 

to analyse the course content followed in Bengal before the review of the 

establishment of schools in the state is made. 

During 80s of the 19th century the Government of Bengal found the 

system of education prevailing in the state very defective. The Government of 

India also felt that a drastic change in both method :and subjects even from 

the very lowest or from the infant stage of education was necessary. It was 
I 

felt that the "recognition of the child's spontaneous activity in certain well 

defined directions by the teachers and the harmonious and complete 

development of the whole of child's faculties was necessary for the proper 

development of the child. The teachers should pay special regard to the love 

of the movement which can alone secure healthy physical conditions, 

specially those of sight and touch, and that eager desire of questioning 

which intelligent children exibit". "All these should be encouraged, under 

due limitations and should be developed simultaneously, so that each state 

of development may be complete in itself. "93 The Government of Bengal 
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revised the syllabus and the revised syllabus was implemented from the year 

1902. The detailed syllabus of the revised scheme was as under: 

Infant class: The following 'kindergarten' and 'object Lesson' subjects 

were prescribed for the first stage of instruction before the children were 

allowed to begin to learn their letters or learn or read etc. 

Age about 5 years: (one year course) 

'A' - kindergarten and object lessons for training by observation or 

impressions obtained through the senses. 

(I) Through the eye : 

(a) Curved lines, lines straight and crooked and ball shaped 

bodies. 

(b) Lessons on Colour: 

Black and white substances, 

Yellow and red substances, 

Blue and green substances. 

(c) Through the hand: 

Things hard and soft, rough and smooth, heavy and light, 

brittle and tough. 

(d) Very simple lessons about the human bodies. 

(e) Study of animals : 

From the object lessons on the leaves, trees, and from numbers to 

additions, subtractions and simple arithmetic. Children were allowed to 

learn and write in a simple way and were also trained in simple physical 

exercises. 

Age about 6 and 7 years: 

(a) Training through the senses: 

Through the eye: Children were expected to learn the notion of 

perpendicular, horizontal, oblique, parallel lines, the circle etc. Primary 

and secondary colours, determination of weight with the use of scale. 

(b) The children were to learn about time (indigenous and European) to 

include the year, month, day, hour, minute etc. 

(c) Further lessons about the human body, objects lessons about animals, 

birds, coins, metals etc. were also expected to learn. 

(d) Children were also to learn and recite. 

(e) Drill and physical exercise was made compulsory. 

Age about 8 years: 
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Reading, writing, Arithmetic, object lessons and a primer with 

drawing in addition to all other courses prescribed up to the age of seven 

was made compulsory. The primer at this stage included the courses of 

Botany (about five pages), natural history (ten pages), agriculture (about ten 

pages) only alternative with physics and chemistry. In addition hygiene for 

the boys and domestic economy for the girls was prescribed. Hand and eye 

training was made compulsory for both boys and girls.94 

About 9 years: 

In addition to above subjects the children at this stage were 

expected to learn Botany same as above, natural history same as above, 

agriculture eight pages, physics five pages, chemistry four pages, hygiene 

eight pages (for boys) and domestic economy (for girls). Drawing and manual 

training was prescribed for boys only. 

Standard III (Age about 10 years): 

At this stage class subjects included reading, writing, arithmetic, 

historical, geographical and moral reader, a science primer, drawing, hand 

and eye training, practical geometry, manual work, needle work (for girls 

only) and school drill. In addition to the science primer a reader containing 

history and geography was also prescribed at this stage, natural history 

Botany, agriculture, physics, chemistry, hygiene for boys and domestic 

economy for girls was made compulsory.9s 

Standard IV: Reading, writing, arithmetic, a historical, geographical and 

moral reader, science primer, drawing, hand and eye training, practical 

geometry and menstruation, manual work for boys , needle work for girls, 

school drill and all other subjects lessons were included in the class subjects 

in this standard. 

Standard V: All the class subjects prescribed for IVth standard slightly 
' 

increasing the workload was prescribed for this standard. 96 

Standard VI: The syllabus prescribed for this standard included all the 

subjects prescribed in the Vth standard in addition to second half of the 

geographical reader and increased in the number of pages m each class 

subjects approximately twenty pages in each subject.97 

From the above account it is evident that the subjects prescribed for 

the primary and upper primary i.e, upto standard VI included kindergarten, 

object lessons, drawing, hand writing, manual training (for boys only), 

needle work (for girls only), drill or gymnastics (for boys), drill or calisthenics 
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(for girls), writing, arithmetic, reading of science primer including Botany, 

natural history, agriculture (for country school boys), physical science (for 

town school boys), chemistry, physics, hygiene, domestic economy, poetry, 

history, geography, mensuration and literature book including grammar and 

composition. 

The hidden interest of the colonial government could be guessed from 

the syllabus itself. The colonial government encouraged agricultural 

education even in the primary stage. Agriculture was combined with general 

education from the year 1893. Universities were instructed to introduce 

agriculture as an optional subject in the course for a degree. The government 

asked the Director of Public Instruction to prescribe books having simple 

language ordinarily understandable by the people and should be descriptive 

of subjects with which they were familiar.98 The British viewed that India 

was an agricultural country and if agricultural education was introduced it 

would certainly help them to increase agricultural productivity. One reason 

for the increase of the production would be attributed to the export of 

agricultural surplus products to earn good profit. The other reason would be 

to divert the interest of the people towards agriculture so that they would not 

ask for employment in the administration. 

The middle school syllabus prescribed up to the year 1889 clearly 

indicates the hidden interest of the colonial power. The middle school 

consisted of three classes. The English books prescribed in these classes 

were as under: 

First class: Readers (prose) (1) Robinson Crusoe (Lourie) (2) Chamber's 

moral class book (3) New historical readers. Poetry- (1) Children's Treasury 

of English songs by Macmillan and company (2) Po'etical Reader No.2 (Gay's 

Gables) (3) Poetical class Book (4) Poetical selections by Calcutta University 

and Lethbridge's Essay sclections.99 

Second class: Tlw course content prescribed at this stage was the same as 

in the first class but in an enlarged form. 100 Third class: ( 1) Aesop Fables 

(James) (2) l~cw historical Reader (3) Short Narratives by W & R 

Chambers. 101 

The above syllabus prescribed by the Bengal Government was 

equally applicable to the English schools of Sikkim. The content of the 

syllabus indicates that the British administration was more interested to 

impart a system of education which aimed at the glorification of English 
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literature, the adventurous work of the English people, the high morality of 

the English, the poetical brilliance of the English poets so on and so forth. 

They also wanted to convey through their literature that it was only English 

literature and education, which could fulf:tll the overall expectations of the 

people of India. 

With a view to educating the sons of the leading Lamas and Kazis 

the first British Political Officer J.C. White sent a batch of students 

consisting of eighteen members, to Drujeeling. They were also given financial 

aid to pursue their studies there. It was hoped that these boys after their 

return with English system of education would certainly not oppose the 

colonial policy in Sikkim. Instead they would be helping the British to realise 

their objectives in the state. On the other hand they also would lend support 

to the British to finalize the question of succession.l02 

In due course it was felt by the Political Officer that the Maharaj 

Kumar Sidkeong Tulku who was undergoing education under Sarat Chandra 

Das, Babu Kali Kumar Das and Babu Ramdhuni Pande and Lama Sherab 

Gyatso be shifted to Gangtok. These teachers used to teach the Kumar 

English, Hindil and Tibetan respectively. Side by side, the Political Officer 

also wan ted that a Boarding School should be established in Gangtok. The 

Lieutenant Governor of Bengal observed that the ku.mar aged about sixteen 

years then, who was in Darjeeling was in need of a guardian teacher to train 

him. The Political Officer wanted to shift the ku.mar to Gangtok and educate 

him under Ramdhuni Pande. He apprehended that if the ku.mar continued to 

remain in Daxjeeling he might be influenced by the Tibetans.103 

But in reply to the Political Officer, the Commissioner of Rajshahi 

Division stated that kumar Sidkeong Tulku made niuch progress under his 

masters in Darjeeling and it would be unwise to make any change at that 
' 

point of time. He further stated that the kumar could read and write English 

and Hindi. He found much interest in learning both these languages in 

addition to his mother tongue. Therefore, he rejected the request of the 

Political Officer to shift the kumar from Darjeeling to Gangtok.l04 But the 

Political Officer insisted that the kumar Sidkeong Tulku be shifted to Gangok 

to be educated under captain Ramsay for English and Babu Ramdhuni 

Pande for Hindi and Tibetan by a Lama. The Political Officer also argued that 

the royal couple would be pleased to see the kumar guided and supervised 

by Dr. Ramsay. Claude White further proposed that the ku.mar be permitted 
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to return to Gangtok, where his education in Hindi could be sufficiently 

guided by his former teacher Babu Ramdhuni Pande. As regards the kumar's 

education in English and general conduct, Mr. White proposed that surgeon 

captain Ramsay attached to the 8th Bengal Infantry should act as tutor. Dr. 

Ramsay was reported to be eminently fitted for such tutelage. It was further 

suggested that some Sikkim Lama might be entrusted with the minor's 

education in Tibetan. White's reasons for submitting these proposals were 

chiefly that the kumar would be influenced in Darjeeling by the Tibetans, 

which would be harmful. Therefore, White wanted to put him in touch with 

the European establishment in Gangtok. He further expressed the view that 

1t would be beneficial to bring the Raja's family closer together than they 

were before. 

Nolan, the commissioner of Rajshahi Division finally agreed to the 

proposal of the Political Officer to shift the kumar to Gangtok on the ground 

that the Maharaj and Maharani though intended to make their son a monk 

wanted to sec him very ncar to them. The royal couple had also firm faith 

and confidence in surgeon Ramsay who was proposed to be kumar's English 

tutor. Thus, the government agreed to bring back the kumar to Gangtok and 

accordingly he was educated under surgeon Ramsay and Babu Ramdhuni 

Pande from 1896.105 

The Political Officer also proposed for the establishment of a 

Boarding School to educate the sons of leading Kazis and Lamas. Claude 

White contended that the sons of the kazis and Lamas would also not ask 

for better jobs, as they were more inclined towards Lamaistic professions. 

Therefore, it would not be a burden on the part of the Government to provide 

them employment. He further argued that food t6: the scholars would be 

supplied from their respective homes and in comparison to the then 

expenditure the new effort would be cheaper. There were eighteen students 

belonging to the leading family of Kazi and Lama pursuing education in 

Darjecling Zilla School. According to White the shifting would be more 

economic. Instead of giving scholarship in Darjeeling these boys could be 

educated in Gangtok with lesser amount of expenditure.I06 

On the basis of the proposals submitted by the Political Officer, in 

May 1895, the government of Bengal instructed the Director of Public 

Instruction to suggest views for the establishment of a Boarding school in 

Gangtok for the sons of leading Kazis and Lamas of Sikkim along with the 
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Maharaja's second son kumar Sidkeong Tulku who was then pursuing 

coaching under Sarat Chandra Das in Dajeeling. 107 But Nolan was doubtful 

regarding the opening of school at Gangtok. He could not be satisfied with 

the statement of expenditure furnished by the Political Officer. He viewed 

that the expenses would be much greater than at Darjeeling. The private 

support of Rs.27 would be insignificant against the estimated expenditure of 

Rs.400.00 a month.1os Nolan observed that if an English school was opened 

at Gangtok the overall expenditure of the entire exercise would be more or 

less the same. Therfore, opening of a new Boarding School at Gangok would 

be a futile exercise of the Government. Moreover, the case of Sikkim was 

entirely different from that of Bengal. In Bengal English knowing people got 

the monopoly of attractive jobs whereas in Sikkim more attraction was 

diverted towards monastic training and jobs. So, he suggested for the grant 

of stipend of Rs.8.00 a month to the students who were pursuing their 

studies at Darjeeling. English could be taught to these students without 

much difficulty. Jo9 

But the Government of Bengal rejected the VIews of Nolan on the 

question of the opening of a new Boarding school at Gangtok. The Director 

of Public Instruction was satisfied with the proposal of Claude White and 

advised 1he Government of Bengal for the establishment of a Boarding 

School on the condition that food for the scholars would be supplied from 

their respective homes. He also welcomed the directives of the Government. 

The Government of Bengal informed Nolan that he should instruct Claude 

White to furnish a complete estimate including cost of building a school; 

accommodation for twenty students and two masters at Gangtok; the cost of 

tuition fee; the cost of cooking, firing, servants and 'contingencies. In view of 

the increased expenditure regarding salary of English teacher Lieutenant 

Governor recommended that it might be charged partly to the school and 

partly to the education of the second prince as was suggested by the 

Director of Public Instruction. 1 IO 

The Lieutenant Governor accepted the recommendation of the 

Director of Public Instruction regarding the opening of a school at Gangtok. 

Accordingly a Boarding school with accomodation for twenty boys and two 

masters was to be constructed. Babu Ramdhuni Pande who was serving in 

Darjeeling was shifted to Gangtok as Headmaster, with a salary of Rs.l00-

150 per month. He could teach English, Hindi well and was able to 
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communicate in Tibetan also. 111 The Government of Bengal sanctioned an 

aggregate cost of Rs.656.00 for the construction of school with a boarding 

house for twenty students and quarters for two masters. The Government 

further sanctioned Rs.3, 500.00 for the maintenance of the school and 

boarding house including the pay of two teachers. This expenditure was to 

be met from Sikkim's revenue. 112 whereas the payment of the salary of Lama 

Sherab Gyatso, the Govermment sanctioned Rs.200.00 per month from the 

provincial revenue and not from the state revenue of Sikkim state. 

The proposed eighteen students who were pursuing their studies at 

Darjeeling were the sons of fifteen Lamas and Kazis of Sikkim: they included 

(1) Shew Dewan (2) Living Kazi (3) Sook Singh (4) Rhenok Kazi (5) Yangthang 

Kazi (6) Song Kazi (7) Sumik Kazi (8) Asso Kazi (9) Tashiding Kazi (10) Temi 

Kazi (11) Lachung Kazi (12) Lahchen Kazi (13) Deboo Kazi (14) Lingthen Kazi 

and ( 15) Mongbru Kazi. 

It had been further arranged that the second son of the Maharaja 

was to be educated privately under Sarat Chandra Das and Ramsay for 

English and Lama Sherab Gyatso for Tibetan. This proposal was also 

accepted by the Maharaja and Maharani as they wanted to be very near to 

their son. Moreover, they had faith on Dr. Ramsay. The rate of tuition fee to 

be paid for the education of the Maharaj Kumar was fixed at Rs.30.00 per 

month i.e, Re.l.OO per day, Rs 10.00 for the servant per month and 

Rs.10.00 for the kumar's pocket money.ll3 

From the above account it is evident that the Political Officer wanted 

to materialise his ideas at any cost. The shifting of Sidkeong Tulku from 

O;ujecli11g to G<:mgtok was a great success on the part of the colonial 

administrator. The later was afraid of Tibetcm influence in Darjeeling. As 

has been discussed earlier that the relations between the Political Officer 

and the royal couple could never be friendly. And this unfriendly attitude of 

the royal family appeared to be the main obstacle to the British in their 

reformative venture. The British wanted to train the Sikkimese elites to fulfill 

their objectives. This could be possible only through the expansion of 

English education. On the other hand the British were hesitant to spend the 

expenditure for any reform from the imperial treasury. Therefore, the 

Lieutenant Governor of Bengal proposed that the expenditure incurred in 

the process of the establishment of school were to be met from the state 

revenue. It shows that the British wanted to achieve their objective without 
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spending from their treasury. With the establishment of English school they 

desired to minimise the pro-Tibetan institutions in the state. It was because 

of this reason that the colonial power pressurised the then Maharaja Thutob 

Namgyal to come to terms, and made the Maharaja accept a Maharaja 

designate of their liking. The British fully understood that the main centers 

of the Tibetan influence were the Buddhist monasteries where the sons of 

leading feudal lords pursued their studies. They wanted to break this 

tradition. The basic reason to select the sons of the Lamas and Kazis for 

English education was that the British wanted to lessen Tibetan studies and 

influence, and in its place they wanted to mould these young boys towards 

English education and western system. The Lamas and the Kazis continued 

to be aristocrats of the Sikkim state from the beginning of the establishment 

of the Namgyal rule, and therefore by educating their sons under English 

curriculum the British administration wanted to create a section of pro

British elites who could be utilised for the cultural transformation of the 

state according to the British needs and requirements. 

As stated earlier that the British had initiated the establishment of 

English schools at the beginning of the 20111 century. The subsequent study 

will show how the British started Government schools in the state. The 

British felt the urgency to establish schools in Gangtok at least to fulfill their 

requirement. With a view to improving the administrative structure in the 

state Claude White, the first British Political Officer established the first 

English school in 1906. This was the Bhutia Boarding School. This school 

was located in the upper Baluakhani (Gangtok). The school was of Middle 

English school standard. Simultaneously a Nepali Boarding School was also 

established near the place which later came to tie known as Lal Market 

(Gangtok). This was the beginning of the spread of English education in the 

state. In the beginning of the year 1907 there were 47 students in the 

Bhutia Hoarding School. Out of them 27 were boarders and only 24 were 

supporkd by the state financially. The younger son of the Maharaja also 

studied in this school. However, the Kazis declined to send their children to 

the Boarding house on the plea that the food supplied in the school was 

bad. There were 58 students in the Nepali Boarding school. Out of which 5 

were boarders. In both the schools English, Arithmetic, Tibetan and Hindi 

were taught. Much emphasis was laid on co-curricular activities like 

physical drill and Gymnastics. 114 The students who had qualified from these 
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schools were sent to Government High School, Darjeeling or further studies 

at the expense of the state. 115 An overview of the initial educational 

cxpendi t 11 rc can be glanc<'d from the following table: 

Table 3! V 

Education Budget for the year 1907-08 

Particulars Annual Expenditure Remarks 

Rs. P. 

Bhutia Boarding School 3,900 00 

Nepali Boarding School 2,500 00 

Grant-in-aiel to Misswn 

Schools 1,400 00 

'1\ltdi 7,800 00 

Source: 1\rulllul 1\(illlllllSirutlOII Report ofthe Govemment of Sikkimfor the year 1907-

OR, p.37. 

It was during this period that the Political Officer encouraged the 

kumar to complete his education in England. White felt that the kumar 

would mix with men of his own age in England and could discuss on various 

subjects to enlarge his ideas and fitting himself for the task of governing his 

state in a creditable manner. Claude White further said, "it is not possible 

for him to obtain all these benefits in Sikkim and to send him to any of the 

schools or colleges in India is out of question"ll6 because of the climatic 

reasons. He further viewed that after kumar's return to Sikkim, the later 

should be given a definite position and standing in the state. He hoped that 

he ku111ur would be contended and happy when greater share in the 

administration would be extended to him.1t7 

A<"cordingly lcumur Sidkcong Tulku and three Kazi boys viz. Nari Kazi, 
'. 

granson of Khangsa Dewan, Dowgay Kazi, son of Biksithan Kazi and 

Kalzang, the grandson of Tatung Kazi of Samdong accompained by J.C. 

White were sent to England to complete their education. They left India in 

September 1906. In England they were placed in charge of Bernard 

Blakiston who acted as kumar's private tutor. The kumar entered the 

Pembroke college on January 17, 1907 without examination. He lived in the 

college campus whereas his Kazi friends were kept outside the college in the 

neighbourhood. The kumar also took training in the practical course in 

electricity and electric machinery in addition to his learning English and 

other usual subjccts. 118 Claude White stated that the main object of Kumar's 
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visit to England was to educate him up to taking a practical interest in the 

affairs and progress of his state and to that end he considered that 

electricity with its enormous potentialities and of dairy farming as carried on 

in Switzerland were the best chosen subjeCts.ll9 The kumar returned from 

England in July 1908. He was accompanied by Major W.F.O. Conner. On his 

return journey he visited America, Japan and China and after an interesting 

tour through these countries he arrived at Gangtok in February 1909. On 

his way back to Sikkim he had an interview with Dalai Lama at Peking. He 

was deeply interested in the Buddhist Shrine Restoration Society of which 

he was the Vice- President and during his interviews with the Dalai Lama he 

spoke regarding the subjects of the society and the Dalai Lama was pleased 

to learn all these. He also met the Japanese Emperor and the Chinese 

Emperor. Kumar's expenditure during the tour exceeded the sanctioned 

amount of Rs. 6176.19.00. It reached to Rs. 2000.00. The exceeded amount 

was met from the next year's budget. Immediately after the return from 

England he was appointed vice-President of the State Council and given the 

charge of education and forests in addition to the religious control of the 

monasteries. 120 

Since the Kumar was influenced by English education and western 

ideas he wanted to spread the new education all over the state. As part of 

his educational reforms he had drawn the attention of the council to the 

establishment of more schools in the state. He also felt the necessity to 

supervise the administration of the schools personally. He realised that the 

benefits of the new education had been increasingly utilised by the Kazis 

and Nervur Thikadars only. Therefore, he encouraged the children of the 

common people to attend the newly established'· schools. Through the 

resolutions of the State Council the kumar opened vernacular school at 
' 

Namchi, I~hcnock and Pathing in 1909 under his personal supervision. 

Consequently the kumar became successful to open an industrial school at 

Gangtok. Rs.1000.00 was sanctioned to run the said school.l21 The kumar 

also felt the urgency to educate both boys and girls of the Kazijlandlord's 

family. Therefore, he induced the council to open more schools in the state. 

The council directed all landlords living near Gangtok to send their 

daughters in the industrial school. When the kazis refused to send their 

daughters to common school, the kumar opened a separate school for their 

daughters in 1912 at Gangtok.l22 The kumar also arranged to send 
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meritorious boys to Darjeeling for higher education. The council also 

directed all landlords and kazis to send at least fifty percent of their male 

children to the English medium schools at Gangtok. Where a landlord had 

got only one son that son must be sent to school to learn English. Those 

boys who were educated at Darjeeling, Calcutta and other places need not 

be sent to Gangtok.I23 

Thus with the coming of ku.mar Sidkeong Tulku to Sikkim a 

revolutionary step was taken in the educational field. A number of schools 

were established. People were encouraged to send their children in the newly 

established schools to learn English education. Kazis and Thikadars were 

compelled to send their sons to schools. The beginning of female education 

in the state originated from kumar Sidkeong Tulku. Female education was 

later given a new shape by the Scottish mission with the opening of a full

fledged girl's schools in 1923. 

The reformative measures in the field of education took a new tum 

after the administrative power was restored to the Maharaja Tashi Namgyal 

in 1918. After this year the education and ecclesiastical departments were 

put under the direct control of the Judicial Secretary, assisted by a 'Board of 

Education' consisting of ten members. The members of this Board was 

raised to seventeen in 1926 and again reduced to fifteen in 1932. Most of 

the time the Crown Prince happened to be the Judicial Secretary. The 

Maharaj Kumar took personal interest for the reform and development of 

education in the state. The Board with the exception of Maharaj Kumar were 

expected to visit the state educational institutions occasionally and briefly 

examine the boys in such subjects as were laid down in the curriculum. The 

Board was expected to note down and bring to th~: notice of His Highness 

the Maharaja chiefly on the general intelligence of the boys, their training, 

their capabilities, their defects and their efforts in sports and other co

curricular activihes. 124 The Board was expected to assist the Judicial 

Secretary by giving advice in all important questions relating to educational 

and ecclesiastical matters. However, the Maharaja could take his own 

decisions. 12 ~' The curriculum reshaped after 1918 included English, 

Mathematics, Tibetan Vernacular, History, geography, Gymnastics and 

physical drill in Bhutia Boarding School. Similarly English, Mathematics, 

Hindi, Sanskrit, Tibetan primer, History, geography, gyamnastics and 

Physical Drill were taught in Nepali Boarding school.l26 
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The educational system m Sikkim during the British administrative 

control as per the various Administration Reports of the Govemment of 

Sikkim consisted of two important branches viz. religious education and the 

English education. The former was in practice even before the British 

penetration who were prepared for priesthood. The later was purely British 

creation and was imported according to the curriculum followed in the 

neighbouring state of Bengal. The Government had always followed a liberal 

policy for the upliftment of education in the state. The needs of the 

backward community had been specially safeguarded and their education 

was encouraged by the grant of special concession. 

By the year 1925 the two principal schools of Gangtok viz. the Bhutia 

Boarding School and the Nepali Boarding School were amalgamated and the 

standard of teaching was raised upto and equal to a High School in British 

India. The new school was named Tashi Namgyal High school' in 1925 to 

commemorate the liberal rule of the then Maharaja of Sikkim Sir Tashi 

Namgyal. A highly qualified, Dublin educated Head Master was appointed. 

More improvement was brought in the new schooll 27 . This school began to 

function practically as established High school from 1925 and got 

recognition from the Calcutta University in 1930. This school was affiliated 

to the Calcutta University and was under the direct management of the 

Durbar. This school was the premier institution in the state. The school sent 

its first batch for matriculate examination in March 1931128. The first 

Headmaster of the School C.E Dudely also acted as superintendent of Public 

Instruction in the state. 12<l There was also a management Committee to 

supervise this premier institution of the state. The management committee 

used to meet once a month to discuss the progress. of the School and it was 

composed of eight members. The first management committee consisted of 

the following members: 

1. C.E. Dudely President 

2. Kumar W.Palden 

3. Rai Sahib Lobzang 

4. Rup Narayan 

5. Babu l~atna Bahadur Pradhan 

6. Gyaltscn Kazi 

7. Norzang Kazi 

8. Pundit Misrilal Pathak 

Vice-President 

Member 

Member 

Member 

Member 

Member 

Member.IJo 
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The Annual Administration Report 1926 indicates that the strength 

of staff reached 15 in 1926. The pay and prospect of the teachers were 

materially bettered. The strength of the students rose to 209 in 1926 and 

out of which 40 were free boarders.I31Their strength rose to 211 in 1934 and 

by 194 7 it reached 28513:.!. The school produced very satisfactory results in 

the Board Examinations conducted by the Calcutta University. 

Out of all the government Schools Sir Tashi Namgyal High School 

was the premier institution in the state. The government maintained only 

five schools directly till 194 7. They were as under: 

1. Sir Tashi Namgyual High School, Gangtok. 

2. Enchey Monastery School, Gangtok. 

3. Village school, Lachen. 

4. Village School, Lachung. 

5. School of Industry, Gangtok. 

Out of these five Schools, only Tashi Namgyal High School was English 

medium School other Schools were of indigenous nature. The pupils of 

Enchey school were young monks from different monasteries in Sikkim. 

They were taught Tibetan grammer, reading and writing. The Head lama of 

this school was the head of the institution. In the village shool of Lachen 

and Lachung the syllabus was different. At Lachung the pupils were taught 

English, Hindi and Tibetan and at Lachen only Tibetan reading and writing 

were taught These Schools were maintained by the government for the 

backward communities inhabiting in the remote parts of northern 

Sikkim.l:l38y the year 1923 the industrial school at Gangtok was combined 

with the Jail Department. The intention of the Government to combine the 

Industrial school with the Jail Department was to 'train the convicts in the 

art of h<t11clicrafls. All sale proceeds realised from these works were credited 
' 

to the jail account. The convicts were expected to become expert in 

handicrafts u 4 . The following table indicates the number of schools 

e::>tablishccl during the colonial period ( 1889-1947) in Sikkim: 
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1 
Schools 

maintained by 

the 

Government 

1. Sir Tashi 

Namgyal lligh 

School, 

Gangtok 

2. Enchey 

Monastery 

School, 

Gangtok 

3. Village 

School, Lachen 

4. Village 

School, 

Lachung 

5. School of 

Industry, 

Gangtok 

Table: 3:VI 
School in Sikkim ti111947 

2 3 
Schools 

maintained by 

the the 

Scottish 

Mission 

1. Temy Pri. 

School 

'2. t>akyong 

Pr\ School 

3. Soreyong 

Pry. Sc llool 

4. l~henock 

Pry. School 

5. Kamlet Pry. 

School 

6. Sadam Pry. 

School 

7. Chakung 

Pry. School 

8. Vok. Pry. 

School 

9. Phabong 

Pry. School 

10. Den tan 

Pry. School 

11. P.N. Girls' 

High School 

12. Vok Lace 

School 

13. Nanthang 

Pry. School 

Schools 

maintained by 

the 

Scandinavian 

mission 

1. Weaving 

School, 

Lachung 

' L. Weaving 

School, Lachen 

3. Song Pry. 

School 

4. Rinzing 

Orimary 

School 

. ' 
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4 
Village schools 

maintained by 

Landlords 

1. Kaluk Pry. 

School 

2. Heegaon 

Pry. School 

3. Chakung 

Pry. School 

4. Timberbung 

Pry. School 

5. Mangalbare 

Pry. School 

6. Sosing Pry. 

School 

7. Namchi Pry. 

School 

8. Mangsari 

Pry. School 

9. Gayzing Pry. 

School 

10. Dodak Pry. 

School 

11. Rongli Pry. 

School 

12. Samdang 

Pry. School 

13. Rhenock 

Pry. School 

14. Sumbhuk 

Pry. School 

Source: (u) Annual Administration Report ofthe Government of Sikkimfor the year 

1932-33. 

(b) Prem Thulung, "Sikkim Ma Sikcha Ko Vikash", Namchi 

(c) Family Papers and Motichand Pradhan. 
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Nearly 14 schools were established by the general people and 

Thikadurs. These schools were hardly supported by the Government. 

Thikadur Rai Sahib Hari Prasad Pradhan established Sumbhuk School in 

1923 and maintained by himself1 35 . Kripasalyan Rai in his writing states 

that Phak Tshering the elder brother of Kazi Lendup Dorjee, the first Chief 

Minister of Sikkim went to Sikkim as member of Bhudhist organisation and 

returned to Sikkim and finally changed his name, surname etc. Thereafter 

he took the title Rev. S.K. Jenerosa. He had awarded tremendous help to 

the upliftment of education in the state. He had extended financial help to 

the privately managed Primary Schools of Kaluk, Heegaon, Timberbung, 

Manglabarc, Sosing and Namchi. He also establised a Hostel in Darjeeling to 

accomoclatc the Sikkimesc students from Sumin, Ralang, Song, Sosing, 

Gayzing and Cbakhung. l:lh 

From the above account it is evident that during the initial stage of 

the British administrative control the seed of English education was sown 

with the establishment of the first English school in 1906. The pioneering 

work in this field was done by Claude White. Kumar Sidkeong Tulku added 

incentive to the British effort by establishing some more schools. The 

importance of western education was realised not only by the Kazis and 

Thikadars. The common people also felt it. As a result, after 1918 even the 

common people opened a number of schools in the rural areas. Female 

education, which was almost non-existent in the pre-British period, was for 

the first time taken into account and a school for the kazis 's daughters was 

established in 1912. It was also the efforts of the European missionaries 

which contributed a lot to the growth of English education in the state. They 

had opened missionary schools even before the Government had established 

schools in Sikkim. The foregoing study will give a brief sketch of how the 

missionaries entered into Sikkim, established ~chools and the role they 

played for the growth of female education in the state. 

The missionaries namely the Scottish Universities' Mission and the 

Scandinavian Alliance Mission played a significant role for the establishment 

of schools in Sikkim. Initially their activities were directed from Kalimpong. 

Their entry into Sikkim was highly influenced by the political climate of the 

time as the British pramountcy had reached its apex then. Taking the 

aclvantnge of the British supremacy these missionaries approached the 

Maharaju of Sikkim for their settlement in his territory to preach the gospel. 
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Rev. W.S Sutherland of the Church of scottland was the first missionary 

worker to meet the Maharaja at Tumlong, the then capital of Sikkim. He 

made annual trips between 1880 and 1883 to secure the permission from 

the Maharaja.137 With great difficulties the missionary got the permission to 

enter into Sikkim in 1889 with the help of Claude White. 138 The permission 

granted to the missionaries was conditional that they should not make any 

propaganda outside the Church. Sutherland chose Chidam (Sadam) and he 

selected south Sikkim, as the ideal location for a mission station. A 

missionary bungalow was built, took up residence two years later139 . 

Incidentally the Scandinavian Alliance Mission did not encounter much 

trou blc :-;mcc the Scottish mission had already paved the way for them. They 

made request with the Political Officer to settle in Sikkim. Although he was 

not authorised to give them such permission, he recommended that they 

should approach the Sikkim state Council. 140 Shoberg, the leader of the 

SAM (Scandinavian Alliance Mission) approached the Council and got the 

permission from the Maharani to travel throughout the state. He had chosen 

North Sikkim as the area of operation. He was well received by the local 

people of Lachung Valley in North Sikkim. In 1894 two Swedish women left 

for Lachung where they took up their residence.I4I 

The government of Sikkim permitted the Scottish EHM and SAM to 

reside in Sikkim and to build mission stations in limited numbers and 

restricted areas of the state. Scottish Mission Universities Mission were 

confined to south and West Sikkim only. They were not allowed to reside in 

Gangtok till the year 1923. This year Marry Scott secured permission to stay 

in the capital because of her personal relation with the Maharaja Tashi 

Namgyal. 142 Rev. Gavin Fairservice, Miss Scott's cliosen successor was not 

allowed to stay in Gangtok and as a result the mission centre for the time 
' 

being had to shift to Temi in South Sikkim. It shows that out of all the 

missionaries only Marry Scott was allowed to stay in Gangtok mainly 

because of her friendship with the Maharaja and on purely personal 

ground. 1·u 

From the above account it is evident that the two missionaries viz. 

the Scottish Universities Mission and Scandinavian Alliance Mission 

intended to establish their mission centres in Sikkim. With great difficulty 

they could secure the permission from the Maharaja on a restricted manner. 

Scottish Mission stationed themselves in South and East Sikkim whereas 
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the Scandinavian concentrated in North Sikkim only. They were not allowed 

to preach the gospel publicity. Therefore, they devoted time in the 

establishment of schools and health centres to encourage the people to come 

within their fold. The primary objectives of these missions seem to be the 

propagation of Christianity in this area. The main reason why these 

missionaries could not be so active in Sikkim was the political situation of 

the time. Sikkim was not completely controlled by the British. It was a semi

independent state. The Maharaja did not permit the missionaries to work 

freely. Therefore, they had to work under restrictions. Consequently, they 

remained confined to restricted areas only. 

It has become clear that the two important missionaries Vl.Z. the 

Scottish Universities Mission and the Finnish missionaries or Scandinavian 

Mission remained active during the period of British administrative control 

in Sikkim. The Finnish mission got the help and support of Claude White to 

open industrial school in North Sikkim. The Finnish representative Mathilda 

Johanson opened the first weaving school at Lachung in 1899. Claude White 

helped him to acquire land at Lachung. He also encouraged planting of 

apple orchards and helped to find a market in Darjeeling for the mission 

products. 144 This indicates that Claude White did not invite the missionaries 

to settle in Sikkim. However, he helped them to enhance their influence in 

the state indirectly. Gradually the Finnish Mission started another weaving 

school at Lachen. The weaving school of Lachen and Lachung concentrated 

more on co-curricular activities. The students were taught the art of weaving 

carpets. The state merely helped in the sale of the work turned out such as 

carpets and threads. Apart from these two weaving schools, the 

Scandin<~vian Mission started two schools at Song and Rinzing later.l4s 

The Scottish missionaries were interested to work in Sikkim even 

before the extension of the British administrative control. They were so 

interested because of the freedom they had enjoyed in Darjeeling. However, 

the situation in Sikkim seemed to be different even after the establishment 

of the British administrative control the situation was not conducive for the 

missionaries; and they could not work freely. They had to work under 

certain restrictions. Therefore, Sutherland was deputed to take up the 

Sikkim charge in 1880. As has already been discussed that with great 

difficulty he could get the permission to stay in Sikkim. But Sutherland was 

called back to Kalimpong and the responsibilities for the same work was 
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entrusted to Turnbull from Darjeeling. This mission opened their first school 

at Phambong in 1881 with the help of Gombu Lepcha, who had recently 

converted to Christianity. The later was appointed as teacher in the school. 

The local kazi also supported the appointment of Gornbu as teacher and the 

Maharaja had also indicated his willingness for schools to be started 

provided they were staffed by the native teachers. 146 Subsequently a number 

of Nepali-Lepcha teachers and catechists were trained in Darjeeling

Kalimpong and then sent to reside and work in Sikkim, while the 

missionaries made occasional supervisory preaching trips across the 

border. 14"1 The strategy that was followed by the missionaries were to train 

the local teachers and catechists to suit their interest in the state. 

ln 1885 Macfarlane made a special visit to Sikkirn to study the new 

strategy to be followed for the proposed Scottish Universities mission in the 

state. After his return he proposed to establish training school to provide 

catechists and teachers for both Sikkim and Drujeeling. Secondly, he 

proposed the extension of translation and production of Christian literature 

in Nepali, Lepcha and Tibetan languages 14s. When the Lepcha and Nepali 

teachers were trained upto their requirement, Sutherland was able to 

establish four more schools during the first half of 1889 in South Sikkim 

and by the end of 1890 all together seven schools were opened. These 

schools were of middle English schools standard. All these schools were 

spread over south and west Sikkim excepting one at Singtam in east 

Sikkim. 149 Out of seven schools established in 1889-90, three were located 

in west Sikkim at Chakhung, Soreyong and Mangbo, three in central and 

South Sikkim at Kitam Chidam (Sadam) and Namthang and one in Singtam 

in East Sikkim. Ten students were taking training 'in Kalimpong. These ten 

included: four Lepcha Christians, one Nepali Christian and the other five 

were all Nepali Hindu or Buddhist. 15° Mostly the Christian teachers were 

also appointed as catechists. Apun Lucksam, a Lepcha Christian school 

teacher at Singtam and Gombu Lepcha a teacher of Phambong were utilised 

as catechists in their respective area. These teachers utilised their services 

preaching the gospel among the villagers, inspected the schools and 

examined the progress of the students.1s1 The Scottish mission made 

Chidam (Sadam) as their headquarter in Sikkim since 1893. A bungalow 

was constructed and Rev. J. Macara devoted himself for evangelism along 

with the establishment of schools in Sikkim. Very little is known about the 
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type of administration initiated by the mission-because the sources available 

have not thrown much light about their administrative structure. He 

remained the leading personality of the SUM's activities in Sikkim till the 

year 1898. 15:.1 

The responsibility for the maintenance of the newly established 

schools was felt on the shoulders of the trained Lepcha and Nepali teachers. 

They had received education through the missionaries. The second decade of 

the missionaries activities in Sikkim saw an increase in the number of 

schools and native mission workers. With the establishment of new schools 

the number of teacher and missionary workers almost doubled. The 

Maharaja fully appreciated mission's work and appealed to open more 

schools in the rural area of the stateY13 Upto the end of 19th century the 

Scottish mission opened thirteen schools in Sikkim. Thereafter they did not 

open any more school. The following table indicates the Scottish mission 

schools and their location: 

Table: 3: VII 

Scottish Mission Schools in Sikkim 

Schools 

1 . Temi School 

2. Pakyong School 

3. Rhenock School 

4. Kamlet School 

5. Chid am (Sadam) School 

6. Vok School 

7. Soreyong School 

8. Chakhung School 

9. Chambong School 

10. Den tam School 

1 1. Lace School of Vok 

12. PNG School 

13. Namthang School 

Location 

1. Temi, South Sikkim 

2. Pakyong, East Sikkim 

3. Rhenock, East Sikkim 

4. Kamlet, South Sikkim 

5. Sadam, South Sikkim 

6. Vok, South Sikkim 

7. Soreyong, West Sikkim 

8. Chakhung, West Sikkim 

9. Chambong, West Sikkim 

10. Dentam, West Sikkim 

11. Vok Lace School, South Sikkim 

12. Gangtok, 

13. Namthang, South Sikkim 

14. Singtham School 14. Singtam, East Sikkim 

Source: Administration Report of the Government of Sikkim for the year 1901, p. 8. 
The administration report of the Government of Sikkim for the year 

1907-08 indicates that nearly half of the expenditure was borne by the 

state. 154 .Though the missionaries were not allowed to preach their gospel, 

they did not lag behind to reach to the villagers for the propagation of 

Christianity. Schools were opened as a means of gaining entrance and the 

local people's co-operation and goodwill helped them to enhance their 

activities in the state. Slowly a number of compounders-cum-:-catechist were 
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trained form the native population. In 1897 a dispensary was opened in 

Chidam (Sadam) under the supervision of Elatji Matiyas155. Gradually 

medical camps were organised at different places by the missionary medical 

workers. By 1906 there were four missionary dispensaries staffed by 

compounder -cum- catechist at Dentam, Phambong, Chidam (Sadam) and 

Rhenock. The Government of India also appreciated the medical facilities 

extended by the missionaries in Sikkim and gave a grant of medicine for the 

dispensarics.156Their social services in the Primary schools and basic 

medical facilities served the people of Sikkim irrespective of race, caste or 

religion and brought many into contact with the Christian teachings for the 

first time in the state. A number of local people were converted to 

Christianity. The most prominent among the converts who helped the 

mission's activities to run the schools and dispensaries in the initial stage 

were Gambu Lepcha,. Apun Lepcha, Kartik Singh Rai and Parbal Singh Rai. 

The Scottish mission appointed Parbal Singh Rai as teacher at Soreyong157 

(a predominent Nepali village). 

From the above account it 1s evident that the two important 

n11ss1onancs v1z. the Scottish Universities Mission and the Scandinavian 

Mission after having secured the permission to stay in Sikkim, established 

schools in Sikkim. Out of these schools fourteen (including a girls school at 

Gangtok) were run by the Scottish Mission and the four schools were equally 

run by the Scandinavian Mission. After 1901-02 they did not establish any 

new school, except a girl's school at Gangtok. Mter this year they 

concentrated in the: maintainence of these schools only. Though the British 

administration did not directly encourage the missionaries to enhance their 

activities yet they never opposed them. The expansion of English education 

through these missions indirectly helped the British to realise their general 
' 

m1ss1on to achieve cultural transformation. A number of natives were 

attracted toward~ the mission work and finally were converted to 

Christianity. Though the number of converts was less in Sikkim compared 

to Darjceling, still the converts could partially influence the existing socio

religious set-up of the state. 

The missionaries were also interested for the female education in 

Sikkim. The year 1923 is a landmark in the history of education in Sikkim. 

This year Marry Scott got the permission to stay in Gangtok from the 

Maharaja. Simultaneously Mary Scott assumed the reponsibility over all 
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aspects of the Sikkim Mission's work, including the Schools and 

dispensaries. She was obviously a very good administrator. She was loved 

and respected by all categories of people in the state. In 1923 she 

established a girls school in Gangtok. Prior to this no missionaries were 

allowed either to stay or establish school in Gangtok. She was given the 

permission to start a school and a Church in Gangtok mainly m 

consideraton of her friendship with the Maharaja Tashi Namgyal and on 

purely personal grounds, which did not apply to other missionaries. Similar 

request were also made by Mr. and Mrs. Fairservice to stay in Gangtok, but 

they w<.Tc asked to take up their residence at Temi in South Sikkim.tss 

M;try Scott was very much interested in the upliftment of girls. Till 

the year 1923 the Government of Sikkim made very little effort for the 

educatio11 of women. It was the personal interest of the Maharaj kumar 

Sidkeong Tulku that a step toward this was taken in the council meeting 

held on 1 August 1912 and as a result, a school for the education of kazis's 

daughters was opened in 1912 itself. The school began with five girls. 

Tibetan, Hindi and knitting were included in the curriculum. Commoners 

were not allowed to attend this school. This school was only meant for the 

daughters of the high feudalsi59. Mary Scott wanted to share the education 

with the common girls also. Therefore, taking the consent of the Durbar she 

began a girls' school for the common people. Thereafter school for kazis's 

daughters was shifted to the heart of the town and a common girl's school 

was established under the direct supervision of Mary Scott. The state 

Government also extended grant-in-aid for this school and for the 

dispensary maintained by the mission. Girls of all classes in this school 

were taught cooking, sick nursing, first aid and needle work apart form the 

teaching of English, Hindi and Tibetan. The strength of this school after ten 
' 

years of its establishment reached seventy five 16o. Mary Scott being an able 

administrator, maintained the school with great care. She commented on 

the prosperity of the school, dispensary and Church, "It is good to remember 

that the main part of the work and the success or failure of it, rests on the 

local Indian catechists, compounders, and teachers. Of these the best 

known me Gomba, Apun, Parbal Singh and Dachek".J6J 

Mary Scott re1ired in 1939 and she was succeeded by Mrs. 

Faireservice as in-charge of Girls' School. As has been discussed earlier that 

Mr and Mrs Faireservic were stationed in Temi, South Sikkim as they were 
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not allowed to stay in Gangtok. But after Mary Scott's retirement there was 

no one except Mrs. Faireservice who could take the charge of the girls' 

school. The Durbar also realised the importance of the services of Scottish 

Mission ;md as a result, Mrs Faireservice who once was not allowed to stay 

at Gangtok was called back to Gangtok to supervise the administration of 

the Girls' School. In 1941 the Sikkim Durbar decided to build a new building 

with a hostel and residence in memory of the Maharaj kumar Paljor Namgyal 

eldest son of the Maharaja Tashi Namgyal, who was killed while serving in 

the Royal Indian Air Force. The Durbar invited SUM to occupy these 

buildings and run therein the existing school classes, a High School 

department on the same lines as the present School. The Sikkim state 

Council thanked the Sikkim Durbar for their generous gesture and decided 

with pleasure to co·-operate with the state in the work of the higher 

education of girls in the state.l62 Now onwards both wife and husband (Mr 

Fireservicc and Mrs. Faireservice) were allowed to live in Gangtok, because 

Mr Fairescrvice became one of the three required graduate teachers on the 

staff. The girls' school of Gangtok which was the only female education 

centre in the state had reached middle school level before Mary Scott's 

retirement in 1939. It was under Mrs. Faireservice's direction a new building 

was constructed by the Durbar and it was fmally recognised as a High 

School by the Calcutta University in 1945. Following Mrs. Faireservice's 

departure, Paljor Namgyal Girls' High School was entrusted to Miss Shirras 

as Principal and she continued till the withdrawal of British administration 

ll1. 194 7. 

From the above discussion it is evident that the missionaries were 

responsible for the spread of female education in Sikkim. Before the Mission 

established as girls' school at Gangtok in 1923, there was hardly any 

institution where girls could go and learn anythi,ng. The school established 

in 1912 was meant for the feudals only and not for the common people. So 

the credit for the establishment of common girls school certainly goes to the 

m1sswnary workers in the state. The following table indicates the grants 

sanctioned by the government of Sikkim to all the schools during the 

colonial period. 
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Table 3: VII 

Education Budget including Grant to the Mission Schools 

(in thousands) 

Year Amount 

1905-06 2429.00 

1906-07 5096.00 

1907-08 6648.00 

1908-09 7800.00 

1909-10 7350.00 

191 0- 1 1 same 

1911-12 H31 0.00 

1912-13 8510.00 

1913-14 8770.00 

1914-15 8845 00 

1915-16 9420.00 

1916-17 7995.00 

1917-18 8381.00 

1918-19 9115.00 

1919-20 11272.00 

1920-21 7432.00 

1921-22 same 
1922-23 9430.00 

1923-24 N/A 
1924-25 13,873.00 

1925-26 20,758.00 
1926-27 23,002.00 

1927-28 26,381.00 

1928-29 27,600.00 
1929-30 27,832.00 
1930-31 27,655.00 
1931-32 27,772.00 
1932-33 27,668.00 
1933-34 28,523.00 
1934-35 30,137.00 
1935-36 28,800.00 
1936-37 29,200.00 

1937-38 30,600.00 

1938-39 N/A 

1939-40 Nj A 

1940-41 N/A 

1941-42 N/A 

1942-43 N/A 

1943-44 N/A 

1944-45 N/A 

1945-46 N/A 

1946-47 N/A 

Source: Administration Report of the Government of Sikkimfor the year 1905-1938 
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To conclude it can be said that the basic objectives of the British 

administration in Sikkim between 1898 and 1947 was to create a class of 

people who could support the British to implement their design in the state. 

Their first target was directed towards moulding the royal princes. Claude 

White with his personal efforts motivated the young kumar Sidkeong Tulku 

to learn English education in spite of the objections raised by the royal 

family. Secondly, the British also tried to create a class of elites from among 

the feudals to represent British interest in the state. The objective had been 

realised by exposing the sons of leading kazis, lamas and Thikadars to 

wcstem education. A number of youths from the feudal families were sent to 

Darjeeling to study 111 the English schools. Three of them were also sent to 

England for higher education. Kumar Sidkcong Tulku after his return from 

England with liberal ideas of the west helped the British to open more 

schools in the state. The products of Tashi Namgyal High School were 

appointed in various grades of administrative service. These elites helped the 

British on the other hand in the socio-economic transformation of the state. 

Incidentally, the missionaries also played a significant role to educate the 

future elites in the state. They opened a number of schools in the rural area. 

Though their primary objective was to propagate the gospel of Christianity 

they could not progress much in this field. However, they lent their 

assistance to implement the grand objective of the British for the cultural 

transformation by educating the youths (both boys and girls) to a certain 

extent. So far the growth of female education in the state is concerned it was 

only through the Scottish mission that a remarkable progress was made in 

this direction. So, for all practical purposes the process of Westernisation 

sought to be achieved by the British administration was initiated through 

the opening of English School in Gangtok. This effort of the British 
I 

administration was partly supplemented by the missionaries. 
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kind of forced and unpaid labour. Probably this system was borrowed 

from Nepal. 
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